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THE NEIGHBORHOOD
A Gotham wind blew that night, picking up a chalky-metal smell off the river that left a taste
in your mouth like blood and toothpaste. It crystallized the air too, the traffic noise crackled.
The distant sirens, the distant shouts, occasional horn, occasional gunshot. It made your scalp
tingle under the hair, made your heart thump and kept your breathing shallow. Around
midnight, anything could happen. Any drink with a pal could end in a fight; any fight in the
swish of a blade. Women’s eyes would linger on their lovers’ throats and stroke the tang of a
kitchen knife like they were petting a cat. Anything could happen.
My name is Malone. Matches Malone. Occupation: Thug. I’m not big into books.
Especially the ones with supposed tough guys talking about Gotham, but that in my
humble non book-swish opinion is the finest opening in literature. Red Snow by Mr. R.
Q. Erchland. A real Gothamite from Hell’s Kitchen, like me. Not one of those posers
with their fantasy tough guys doing ludicrously violent things and quipping corny one
liners like a 90s action hero. The gaudier the banter the bigger the swish behind it, I
always say. “I’m the goddamn Batman.” Heh. You know the guys that buy into that
shit make the same fist they did on the playground. Show me a so-called man that
thinks Batman drives a tank, I’ll show you a pussy that never took a punch.
I been up against it, you know. Batman. The real one. The fist. You don’t see it
coming. He just asks you something and WHAM! the side of your face explodes. Then
he asks again.
I’m still here. Lost me the sweetest gig I’ll ever have, but ol’ Matches never really
cared for that costume crowd. All that gold leaf and fussiness at the Iceberg Lounge
gives me a rash. Thing is, lotsa the right people know I came through a Bat-beating
and that’s how I’m getting the money to get reestablished in the neighborhood.

The day began as usual when the combined noise and sunlight coming through the
window wore its way through layers of sleep and alcohol, leaving an awareness of dry
mouth and dull head-pounding the pussy boys call a hangover and a man calls waking
up.
Dream hadn’t quite faded. A dark narrow alley, barely lit by the neon bleeding from the
street. Feet running on wet pavement. Mine. I’d got this sweet tip ‘bout a box of Hong Kong
Rolexes coming in and the guy supposed to pick it up for the Four Lotus Triad was going to be
late. Not sure what he did to piss off King Snake, but he was getting the shit kicked out of him
by five or six Ghost Dragons in the alley behind the Iceberg. So I took a little detour to the
waterfront. Two guys with their hands full of crates. I picked up the watches without throwing
more than six punches. Then there was a whoosh and a boomerang shaped like a flying rat hit
the center of my forearm. I ran for six blocks trying to hold on to my score, ‘til I went into a
skid outside Big Ed’s diner. Why he decided to empty out a week’s worth of grease on the
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sidewalk I couldn’t guess, but by the time I figured out the concrete was slick with the remnants
of old burgers instead of rain, the box was flying from my hands and there was a second rainfall
of very expensive (looking) Rolex knockoffs hitting Big Ed’s kitchen grease. The Cape was still
after me, and I had to find a dark place to disappear before he caught up…
I got out of bed and downed two ibuprofen and a Tylenol with a swig from a silver
flask, which turned out to be the last of the Jamie. I checked the cabinet to see what I
had for a refill—Paddy, Redbreast, Powers, Green Spot—and decide on the last. As
always, I thought of Gina when I filled her up. Best way to have a woman in your life:
a monogrammed flask to remember the good times.
Coffee was next but I was out, so I threw on a shirt and headed to La Crema. It’s a
depressing walk, but not as much as drinking the morning Green Spot straight. If I
was some deep R. Q. Erchland thinker, I could build up the walk through the
neighborhood into some big symbolic journey about Gotham and all the changes.
Time was, Hell’s Kitchen belonged to the Westies and this whole block was run by
Riley Doyle and his nephew Shane. They weren’t big shots. Doyle was a leg breaker
and Shane did a little bookmaking. Not the kind of bosses who could use Maewyn's
Pub or the Downpatrick like an office. They hung out. You could always find one or
both on the street at this one spot: down the steps to a tattoo place in the basement,
ground level was some kind of psychic. All gone now.
There’s Batman, of course, who is a factor across the board for guys trying to earn a
living under the radar. There was the determination of the Latin Kings to introduce a
drug trade, which the Westies were surprisingly effective keeping out. So much
money though, you know that fight’s never over. Beat ‘em off today, you know they’ll
try again down the line. Still, they were holding their own. When the Russians came,
that was a different story. The Westies are not pussies by anybody’s definition. If they
find a rat, they’ll put a bullet in his head. But the Ruskies? Those guys are brutal on a
whole different level. They prefer slicing throats because it makes a gorier crime
scene. They don’t stop with the rat. They’ll slice up his whole family. Maybe sell a
daughter rather than kill her if she’s the right age. The Westies just aren’t in that
league, and for survival, they wound up under Falcone’s thumb. That’s where things
were when I came back to town. Downpatrick Crew was run by a guy called Marcuso.
Heard when Falcone went down, he went in the river. Last seen exiting with a certain
redhead I didn’t have the sense to stop lookin’ for.
So Doyle was caught in the sweeps the night Falcone went pop; doing a nickel in
Blackgate. Shane moved to Washington Heights, not ‘cause the neighborhood is too
hot now. Because it’s too expensive. Tourists and yups used to bleed in just a block or
so from the theatre district into the row of chichi restaurants in the forties. But now?
Hipsters and under-forty yups everywhere. Gay bars replacing the dives. Whiskey
dens and sake bars replacing the rest. You have to be rich to get drunk here now.
La Crema is where that psychic used to be, serving up—I kid you not—nutella and
strawberry crepes. I’m a local boy, and I don’t mind transplants and tourists in
moderation, but waiting in a line of the rich, the young, the fabulous and the
transplanted “queuing” for a cronut so I can spend $8.50 for a cuppa joe? It ain’t me.
Except this morning it was me. I took my coffee, made it Irish and decided not to
notice one of the yups pointing out my flask to his buddy. Just sipped and… thought.
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“Malone? Matches Malone? You look like shit, man.” It’s a standard greeting in a Gotham
holding cell after midnight since it’s usually delivered to someone sporting a Bat-shiner and a
fat lip. But all I’d suffered was the indignity of being tangled up in a Bat-line and hoisted up to
swing by my knees like a gamey pheasant ‘til the donut patrol cut me down. I turned to the
half-familiar voice. “It’s Raglan. From the Downpatrick Carpentry Club.”
“Oh shit, Jack Raglan,” I smiled, remembering the name.
“Shit, it is you. Can’t fecking believe it. You still look like something out of those old
movies. Blue Dahlia. Postman Comes Knocking. Guys in hats. So whatcha doing here?
What’d they get you on?”
“Nothing that’ll stick,” I grinned, choosing to ignore the slur upon my classic Malone style.
“Be careful they don’t try to stick you with anything extra. They’ll try that when they know
you’re from The Kitchen,” he told me. “Haven’t seen you since that redhead you were looking
for turned up at the Downpatrick. Man she was a RIDE, never seen anything like that in
person ‘cept the time I saw the models coming out of the Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show. OW!
And they were all blondes. But that red, that is so smoking feek. Tell me that was real, man.
Tell me the carpet matches the drapes.”
Not the conversation I expected to be having, but in a Gotham holding cell at three in the
morning, Gina O’Malley’s carpeting was as good a way as any to pass the time.
“So whatever happened to her?” Raglan asked finally. “Heard that was a sit-down with the
Joker that Marcuso took her to. She make it out?”
“I wouldn’t know,” I told him coldly.
“Damn. So not in touch?”
“Nah. Skipped town that very night. Did a little work for the McCory Brothers out of
Metropolis. What’d I miss?”
“Well,” Raglan grinned. “Marcuso never came back that night you saw him take off with
your redhead. There’s one story that whole ‘sitdown with the Joker’ was Carmine having him
whacked. The Bat showed up and there’s Joker standing over his stiff grinning body. ‘Course
sometimes those stories are just cover for disappearing into WITSEC. Not in his case, I think.
WITSEC is when you cross your bosses and want to trade them to the Gs for a quick disappear.
Didn’t seem the type...”
The first set of yups had finished their crepes and gone, replaced by a new pair also
admiring my flask.
My flask is not fabulous and it did not come from the place downstairs. That’s the
worst part of this neighborhood-going-hip situation. Something like a good Cuban
cigar used to mean old Matches just got back from Miami, probably something to do
with that Corderro job. Now it means I slipped something under the counter at one of
the nine cigar shops between here and Maewyn's Pub. My flask was a gift from the
hottest burning redhead that ever pulled The Fiddle Game, The Bogus Inventor and
The Mummy’s Tiara in the same month. It did not come from some hoity-toity flea
market that used to be Mick’s tattoos.
Since I wanted to get the hell out of there, I took my coffee and went downstairs to
see what kind of stuff cronut-eating hipsters buy to go with designer pencil sharpeners
and brass rulers. I’m pleased to say it wasn’t that bad. Guy behind the counter was no
yup. He was a transplant—Star City, so bit of a lightweight—but with a little
toughening up he could’ve been South Brooklyn or Northeast Queens. Did say
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something about my jacket being “vintage.” Not sure what that meant, but I figured he
probably wanted a sale so I got a watchband. NATO strap 20mm issued from the
British Ministry of Defense. $18 retail, $12 for a real HK Mick, son of the neighborhood
that knows how to haggle and how to return a favor. Couldn’t make a deal on this
sweet horn-handle knife though. $144 and wouldn’t budge a cent. Just ridiculous.
Mighty nice weapon though, so I said I might go back after I make my rounds.
First stop was Bolo. The neighborhood might be almost as fab as Chelsea now, but
you couldn’t tell by the man-to-gym ratio. There are a few “Health Clubs” with
idiotically clean locker rooms and Mediterranean tile around the pool, but places like
Bolo are still around for a man that wants to sweat, not find a date. It’s run by a guy
called Guillem, who I’ll say right now I do not trust. Seen his name in some shady
places, associated with some very shady people, and by shady I mean Latin Kings. But
he’s also been a friend to the Westies, and I don’t know for sure he was part of the dirty
deals. Could’ve just been in the wrong place at the wrong time. So the jury’s still out
on Guillem, and I gave him a bill to put my notice up in the locker room. Simple ad
offering “Boxing Lessons” written on an index card, tacked up with a batarang.
Nothing does the talking for you like a batarang.
See, everybody knows I had a good run a while back when Catwoman got herself
made Queen of the Underworld. I was her bodyguard and general fixer until she took
on Batman and Superman. (Ballsy broad, right?) Walked away clean as can be, and
capes can get real pissy about that kind of thing. I wasn’t there at the time. I was flush
and spending some time at the track in Yonkers. But from what I hear, Superman came
crashing through her wall. She got away clean again. (What a broad, right?) She
moved. Nobody wants a hideout with a big Superman-size hole in the side. Batman
wanted some payback of his own. Couldn’t find her. Did find me. Wanted to know
the location of her new lair and then the side of my face exploded.
It doesn’t sound like a good thing, but there are perks afterward. Like, I can walk
into any pawn shop with a certain reputation, put a batarang on the counter and get
anywhere from $150 to $450 no questions asked. I’ve been to nineteen pawn shops so
far. Got a bag of knife blades on eBay that are sort of batwing-shaped, and a pad of
decals from this tourist spot in the Square. Stick the one on the other and cha-ching,
batarang! All that’s left is finding a pawn shop with the right level of sleaze. But not in
The Kitchen. You don't cheat the pawnbrokers or the bail bondsmen in the
neighborhood. The only batarang I put in circulation here is the one at Bolo’s offering
lessons.
Now, it’s not like I’m the only guy to come through a Bat-attack, but I guess I’m the
first one to monetize it. First couple lessons, I took home ninety bucks and paid
Guillem ten. Word got around I knew my shit, and now I get a cool three hundred and
Guillem gets twenty. For that, a guy gets a little jujitsu, kickboxing, judo. Whatever I
feel like working on that day. Today’s student Skate did some wrestling in high
school. Little sloppy in a closed guard, but a solid arm bar, fights like there’s
something inside him trying to get out. Made for a decent workout. So I skipped the
weights, went back to the yup flea market for the knife and swung by the digs for a
couple more batarangs. And since I’d be gone for the day, I pulled a hair and slid it
into place between the door and the doorframe.
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My place is what they call Pre-War. That means it’s not a fucking closet. It was a
tenement, sure, but there’s a living room big enough for a couch, chair and table,
couple lamps and a big flat screen TV that absolutely did not come from Penguin’s guy
Talon. Kitchen’s sort of attached to the living room, but it’s not an eyesore. No rats,
tile floor. Fridge, stove, dishwasher, toaster and coffee maker, and a microwave that
absolutely did not come from Penguin’s guy Crow. Good size bedroom, the real kind
with a bed, not some fold out thing like a Riddler death trap. Full size bed with room
to spare for nightstand, dresser, mirror. And again, no rats. There’s a cat that shows
up on the fire escape now and then, that might explain the lack of rats. I’m on the top
floor. Seventh. Bitch when the elevator craps out, but it doesn’t happen that often. I
grabbed my batarangs and headed out.
Absolute worst part of living in The Kitchen is you have to go through Times Square
to catch the train. Not the way to hold onto your appetite on the way to lunch, but
what can you do? I stopped at the t-shirt place with all the Batman stuff—sign says
they’re up to 964 days without a Joker-related incident—and I picked up another pack
of decals for next week’s batarangs. Swiped a tourist’s VISA number to put an extra
$40 on my MetroCard and catch my train.
On the platform there’s an ad for a TV show, some donut procedural with a big
picture of a holding cell. Looks cleaner than the one where I met Raglan but with a lot
more graffiti…
“…Eh, the neighborhood’s changed, man. Old Man Finn came outta retirement when the
Falcones went down. Zero tolerance is back in force. One of the triads—Four Wo, I think it
was—tried a few months back. They had this big shot, call em a ‘Red Pole,’ coming in from
Macau. Finn went to meet him at the airport. Had us pick up a Chinese kid from that acting
school on 44th. Put him in a chauffeur hat, holds a sign, big shot Red Pole gets in the car and
there’s Old Man Finn sitting there, in person. Didn’t have him brought to the pub for a chat.
Took him straight down to Chinatown to the address on Mosco where he was supposed to go.
On the way, no threats, just had a little talk as they rode. Don’t know what was said, but Finn
says the Chinese from over there, even the young punks, they have respect for a man of his
years. Two days later, Red Pole flies out and wouldn’t you know it, Finn’s pub gets a delivery
containing two of the dealer’s fingers and the meat cleaver that chopped them.”
That’s some serious respect and I said so. Then I asked about the rest of the Downpatrick
crew, and Raglan said most of them were gone. Punchy, Dinny, Jimmy-P. Liam and Mitch
were still around, both moved up with some kind of dark rivalry brewing between them.
“Guy was always a bollocks. Now it turns out he’s a greedy bollocks. And a scheming
bollocks.”
It wasn’t clear which one he meant. All he’d say is he wound up working with Liam the
most, on Finn’s orders, but hoped to avoid making an enemy of Mitch. And then he said “The
guy you really want to watch out for is—” when the head donut called his name and it was all
“looks like my number’s up, looks like I’m outta here,” chirping like a drunken sparrow.
I could’ve asked him who to watch out for, but there was something more important to get in
before he skipped.
“So look, Raglan, if you and Liam ever need any help with any of that shit you got going on
for Finn…”
“Sure man, look me up when you get out. It’ll be just like old times.”
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And just like that, I was in…
The subway is not a place to go to get to know your fellow citizens, apart from their
smell which can’t be avoided. It’s not a place to make eye contact, unless there’s a
couple homeboys getting ready to start dancing. I gave them a look over the top of my
glasses. Guy across the aisle did the same over the top of his Gotham Post. Headline
read CATWOMAN: QUEEN OF THE UNDERWORLD. Heh, go figure. That was like
a year ago. The homies moved to another car and me and Post-reader glanced at each
other. It was a beautiful moment. Who says Gothamites can’t get along?
I reached into my jacket and took out a box of matches. Slid the cover open, onehanded, and curled two fingers in to extract a single matchstick and clamped it
between my teeth. Across the aisle, Poster Boy seemed to be watching from the corner
of his eye. After I put the box away, he kept looking. I figured he liked my jacket. But
when I got up to leave, he asked if I was in Jersey Boys.
The first pawn shop of the day was A&N, that’s for Ann & Nino. Kinda place that
rubes go to pawn a Rolex when they could go a few blocks north to the Diamond
District and get a loan at half the interest. Ann’s a real loser. What they call a selfloathing bottom-feeder. That’s how she got stuck with the place when Nino skipped.
Thinks everybody is as smalltime as she is and winds up driving off all the business
worth having. Tells ‘em their diamond beveled watch is a fake and they think she’s
trying to cheat ‘em. Truth is, she’s can’t recognize anything that’s above her level,
which is just about everything. So I don’t mind dumping one of my hardware store
batarangs on her. Headed to lunch with a nice roll: $300 from Bolo less 144 for the
knife, 310 from A&N and 260 at this joint on 11th that doesn’t seem to have any name
besides WE BUY GOLD. That comes to, uh… a nice roll.
I wouldn’t keep it eating close to home though. Like I said, you gotta be rich to get
drunk in Hell’s Kitchen now. To get fed, you gotta be richer. So any halfway smart
mook like me that wants to keep his roll for more amusing pursuits—and by amusing I
mean fast-running ponies—heads to Chinatown. Best cheap eats in Gotham, as I found
by accident. Y’see, old Matches likes a little action with his mid-day meal, and there
was this waterfront bar on the East End that was my preferred spot for off-track
betting. ‘Cept I go there last week and it’s all shiny brass and polished wood now,
model boats too. And somethin’ called an “underground whiskey den.” Now that
doesn’t sound so bad until you go down the stairs and they hand you a menu that
starts off with beef carpaccio and lobster mac & cheese. Pumpkin risotto with aged
goat cheese. Duck pappardelle—swear to God, duck pappardelle. I got the hell out of
there, I can tell you. Did some poking around to find an alternative OTB and came up
with one of the Triad-run clubs in Chinatown. There’s a poker game too, but I only sat
down once or twice when the ponies were good to me. Anyway, that’s how I
discovered the cheap eats.
Normally I get off near Mosco Street. You can’t go wrong at a place with a sign that
says nothing but the one thing they sell, and at “Fried Dumplings” you get five of ‘em
for a dollar and the dumpling lady quietly curses you out in Cantonese when you ask
for a napkin. Cheap eats and a show. But today, I was starting to think I should
update my look with something more than a new watchband. So I got off on Canal
Street and hit the knockoffs. Chatted up the guys, like you do. Nigerians. Said a lot of
the stuff comes through Hong Kong. Sure enough, I noticed a Ghost Dragons mark on
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their stall. These boys weren't paying protection to the triads; King Snake was paying
for them. Had to be working for him, smuggling junk in the lining of the bags. [NWG1]
Anyway, I came away with a new pair of Oliver Peoples shades—no one can say old
Matches is a throwback now—and a rec for a closer place for lunch. The Nigerians
pointed me to a place for “Fried Tiny Buns with Pork.” More like a soup dumpling,
$5.25 for an order of eight—can’t beat that—and it took me right past this joint called
White Dragon Curios. I remembered this guy from the Iceberg, went by Greg Brady,
mentioned that place and so did the Demon guys at Vault. So I decided to look him
up, but it was all closed up. Go figure. [NW-G2]
From there, I went to the club. This isn’t the kind of place with a name over the
door. You turn into a certain alley between a beauty shop and a place selling used
DVDs, past a food truck, past the garbage from Hop Kee and up some stairs that
manage to look just as creepy in daylight as they do at night when there’s two triad
toughs ready to pat you down instead of one. Again I reached into my pocket, served
up a fresh match one-handed and started to chew.
Besides the elevated row of TVs to follow the ponies (and the two on the side for
when there’s a ballgame) there are tables for players, the Russian girlfriend types (bythe-month pros, not by-the-hour) and waitresses that look just as good to me, circling
with drinks that are only watered if you’re betting light. Black trays are for the poker
tables, green for the ponies. Guys shooting pool must take what they can get. I made
my way through the gauntlet of red good luck tassels that hung from half the lights,
past the bar and a hulking bald Russian who was going to butt shoulders with me as
he passed but thought the better of it at the last second.
Jiu Mei, who works the poker tables, spotted me and came over with a glass of
Jamie. She’s good at her job, which you can tell by the splatter of chips on the side of
her tray. That’s why the girls prefer working the tables. Players tip in chips and, if
they want to intimidate the rest of the table, they tip big. Upholding the dignity of the
ponies, I threw a large bill on her tray. Could’ve easily lifted one of the black chips to
break even, but Jiu Mei’s a nice girl and besides, it’d be bad luck before the race.
A three year old from Wayne Farm called Just Us paid out three to one, and once I
was playing with their money I had some fun on the next few races. Overheard some
dirt from the Russians at the poker table. Not that I’m a great linguist or anything;
trick is to listen for the words they have to say in English. The blonde trophy on the
end was Ivana, didn’t say much but she belonged to Vasily, dark hair, ponytail,
moustache and Ra’s al Ghul beard. Bare arms, but the tattoos started so low on each
bicep that, from a distance, it looked like he was wearing a t-shirt. Vasily’s first turn in
Blackgate was courtesy of Harvey Dent so he took a special interest in Two-Face, still
missing since the night all hell broke loose in Robinson Park. Speculation was when he
surfaced, it’d be in one of the secret bars called “law rooms.”
Pretentious crap. The shtick is, before full Prohibition, there was a law against the
sale of alcohol on Sunday, except in hotels. Sunday was the only full day a working
man had to himself for drinking at his favorite saloon, so the law and order pinheads
thought they were pretty clever. Idiots. Saloons put in a couple of bedrooms upstairs
and went on doing their thing. Most rooms were just for show, but the ones that were
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used, you can guess what they were used for. The new law rooms, it’s just a theme,
natch. Speakeasy roleplay for yups: snooty doorman, trying desperately to pose as
West Village underground hideaways, overpriced drinks with bitters and lime juice
and egg whites. Hard to believe Two-Face would sink that low, but you never know
with the theme types. [NW-G3]
The Russians sure seemed interested in them, though. Sasha—another Ra’s beard
and dirty blonde, with very short hair receding fast; black short-sleave shirt revealing
solid tats on both forearms—said Clayface and Poison Ivy were still missing too, and
that was all they talked about through the next race. Every news outlet except the
Gotham Post covered the standoff in Robinson Park after they attacked the Queen of the
Night show. And everyone with Internet access agreed it was Catwoman’s fault.
Judging by the sniggering, the Russians concurred, which left me feeling kinda sorry
for my old boss. Ilya—dark brown hair that had to be dyed because his moustache and
Ra’s beard were salt and pepper; sleeves rolled up to show a big naval tattoo on his left
arm, a dainty mermaid on his right, and heavy Russian characters on every knuckle—
was laughing the loudest. Turned out that joke was on Oswald Cobblepot more than
Catwoman.
“Once a week I like to go down to that swanky club of his. Have a salmon-flavored
vodka with KGBeast. I go last night and Cobblepot’s losing his mind because Gotham
Post is saying Catwoman is queen of the underworld.”
“Wasn’t that more than a year ago?” asked Carl, the youngest with maybe two days
of stubble (presumably grown to demonstrate he was old enough to shave.)
“Of course, that’s not point,” said Ilya. “Point is when Catwoman took over, she
took his club.”
There was a round of the usual banter about what they wouldn’t mind her taking
from them. Vasily said how funny it was, the Post running the story now when all the
other media was piling on her. He wondered if they were trying to cheer her up.
Now I knew for a fact there was no love lost between Catwoman and the Post. The
last thing on that newspaper’s mind is making the Cat-lady happy, so it’s possible I
rolled my eyes just a little. But there’s no way they couldn’t have seen it behind my
new Oliver Peoples, so I assume their switch to Westie topics was just a coincidence. I
was preoccupied with a trifecta in the seventh race at Belmont so I didn’t hear the
transition from Rogue chit-chat to The Kitchen. All I know is after I factored in the
updated weather report, the scratch of Flavor of The Month and the jockey change on
Finger’s Flame, I looked up from my ticket to find the “smart old coot” they were
talking about was none other than Maewyn Finn.
“Practically invented money laundering,” Vasily was saying.
“For his little numbers rackets,” Sasha huffed. “Cargo theft, counterfeiting and little
bit of extortion. Some loan sharking. How much can it be? He could never handle the
numbers we do.”
“Did,” said Carl.
“Yes, did,” said Ilya. “Fucking ‘Oracle,’ that fucking government AI shut down an
awful lot. We’re in worse shape now than before Falcone went down. [NW-G4]
How’s that even possible?”
“We were stupid,” Vasily said simply, tossing in his hand. “That’s what I’ve been
saying. Everyone but that smart old coot was stupid. Look who we were fighting to fill
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the vacuum left by the Roman’s drug trade: Mexicans, Colombians, Jamaicans and
Triads. Think any of them could have taken over the unions? Those blue collars
wouldn’t have accepted anyone but the lily white Irish or us. And we never thought of
it. Now Finn’s got all those no-show jobs. It’s like a printing press for W2s.”
Since my Irish luck had held for three of four races, I had a stake to sit down and
play for a bit. About half the gossip switched to English. None of it very exciting
unless you’re abnormally interested in which sister at Shanayev in Brighton Beach
became the mistress of a Forest Hills diamond cutter who barely gives her cab fare and
which became the mistress of a big shot banker who put her up in a downtown
penthouse. The Russian part wasn’t interesting unless you’re abnormally fluent in the
jargon of arms dealing, [NW-G5, B1] cigarette smuggling, [NW-B2] health care fraud,
credit card fraud and cybercrime.
After a couple of hours, they cleaned me out. Dinner would have to be as
economical as lunch, so I headed for this Malaysian beef jerky shop and got a bundle to
take home—when all of a sudden Vasily and Carl were behind me, Carl’s fist tapped
ever so lightly where you’d deliver a blood-pisser of a kidney punch while Vasily
cranked my arm behind my back and steered me out. He also took my jerky.
In the alley outside, I was unceremoniously shoved into the wall, with Carl’s fist
waiting to ram into my gut as I turned. I knew it was coming, could’ve blocked it. But
it’d only delay the conversation. Since I walked out a loser and not a winner, this had
to be the start of a conversation. I hoped.
“The fuck? You guys already cleaned me out,” I said once I took the hit and doubled
over.
“You were listening before you joined the game,” Sasha said, while Carl wound up
to strike again. It was going to be a shitty punch. A downward strike since I was still
doubled over, into my jaw. I was too slow blocking it and it drove me the rest of the
way down to the gravel.
“Spying for old man Finn,” he said.
“No, no, nothing like that,” I coughed. And that was Carl’s FOOT coming at my
face. I’d had enough, grabbed it and forced it up and to the right. He yelped like a
bitch as he fell, and Sasha chuckled.
“I could’ve broke that shin,” I told him, standing up slowly.
I saw Sasha had a knife out, but it felt like I had a half-minute before he’d decide to
use it.
“It’s true I was there to snoop,” I said quickly, raising my hands. “But not for the
Westies. I hang at the Iceberg. Even did some work for Catwoman back when. Other
rogues too. And Cobblepot got real squirrely last night when he saw one of your guys
come in. Knew I played the ponies here and asked me to poke around.”
They looked at each other.
“I think it was that Ilya at the club. Ilya, right? Fat gold watch and the navy tats that
drew the inside straight?”
Carl started to laugh. “Vasily owes me $50,” he announced. “I told him that jacket
couldn’t be real.”
Sasha used his knife to cut off a piece of the jerky.
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“You really work for the masks?” he asked, and I nodded. “Catwoman?” I nodded.
He looked me over appraisingly. Then he snorted and said “Head back towards the
club. Two blocks shy, you’ll see Kangxi Imports. Ask for Mr. Liu. Serious fence. Will
pay a nice percentage for access to operators like the Cat.”
I said thanks and complimented Carl on his punch. It was a lie, but what the hell. I
was tapped out and they were throwing me a bone.
Now, as Vasily had pointed out, Queen of the Underworld was more than a year
ago. I had no idea how to contact Catwoman anymore, but this Mr. Liu didn’t have to
know that. I was sure there were three or four contacts at the Iceberg who could get a
message through. Pay them a C-note tops and collect a big percentage for myself.
Since I’d lost my jerky, I went by way of Mei Lai Wah where they’ve got these rolls
made from sweet glazed egg bread like Jewish challah stuffed with pork. 90-cents
apiece. Got a sack of those to bring home, and this time while I was paying, I used
those big mirrors they have behind the counter to make sure I hadn’t picked up a tail.
Then I went on to Kangxi Imports and introduced myself.
He was a fence alright, but surprise, he wasn’t buying. He was selling. Jade. Lots.
Some famous collection, Wu or Du or something, that Carmine The Roman pinched
ages ago from Sal Maroni. Never sold since they were only taken for spite. Now it
looked like Falcone was liquidating, probably for a round of appeals. Even mob
lawyers cost money, and between the Rogues picking off all his best assets during the
war, the Feds freezing everything they could find after, and the cost of the first trials,
he was tapped. Heh. Made my 90-cent pork sandwich taste a lot better, I can tell you.
So Liu was moving all this jade, or trying to, and there’s a pair of Fu Lions—I’m not
kidding, I made him repeat it twice, he swore he wasn’t pulling my leg— Fu Lions that
he thought Catwoman might be interested in. Seems weird to me. Catwoman is
famously interested in these things, sure, but it’s not like she’s famous for buying stuff.
I guess maybe Liu figures since it’s some kinda famous stolen collection, maybe she’d
like them to make like she took them way back when. Doesn’t seem likely.
I headed back to The Kitchen by way of The Gotham Intercontinental Hotel, an
establishment that has not historically been favored with the most honorable and
principled individuals in the post of concierge. Tonight Marty is on the desk, and his
current teat is Wayne Enterprises. WE has three guests checked in this week and the
company left instructions for Marty to reserve a couple seats for a few top shows each
night, just in case their guests want to see something at the last minute. Needless to
say, Marty is rather liberal in his interpretation of ‘a few shows,’ seeing that WE is
picking up the tab and anything that’s not claimed are his to scalp. I went to his desk,
waited for him to go for a smoke, and liberated four tickets for The Book of Mormon,
Matilda, Pippin, Rock of Ages, Wicked, and A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder. Then
I took a slow walk home through the Theatre District and made a lot of tourists very
happy. After all, I didn’t mind selling for less than the ticket price. I just wanted a fat
roll to go drinking.
Still not sure why they all thought I had tickets to Jersey Boys.
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LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO AROUND…

NOT AT ALL…!

WHISKEY MAKES IT GO AROUND TWICE AS FAST.

You know you’re in good hands when you look above the bar and see that. Right
next to the Proclamation of the Irish Republic and above an old wooden sign that
declares GUINNESS ONLY is served in this establishment. Not true anymore but the
sign is at least a hundred years old. Got a bullet hole, two nicks from a throwing knife
and one from a batarang. You know you’re in good hands in a place like Tigh Mallory.
I ordered a pint and dropped Raglan’s name. An hour crawled by like a drunken
snail and I just called for a second when he came in—with Liam. Can’t say I liked the
look of it, watching the pair of them at the door. The guy’d always been tough as a
nickel steak, and it was no surprise he’d be one to make it through all the shit that’s
gone down since Marcuso. But something about the way he stood. The way his mouth
moved when he talked, the way his eyes looked when he listened. Even his ears gave
me a bad feeling. Edgy? Cagey? Not sure what it was, but it was dangerous.
Something there could go off without warning and blow a hole through whoever was
standing too close.
He looked in my direction. I looked back. He turned and left.
Not promising.
“He’ll meet us at Finn’s later,” Raglan said in response to my what-the-fuck when he
finally came over. With his blessing I was given a permanent tab, which we toasted
with shots of Jamie before heading out. On the street, I thanked him in advance for the
introductions and shared my impression of Liam.
“He’s okay. Just nervous,” Raglan said. “This part of the neighborhood’s his,
supposed to be, down to 34th out to the river. Mitch is pushing in.”
“Yeah but they both work for Finn, right? We’re all on the same side.”
“Maewyn Finn had four sons. He doesn’t, what do they call it, ‘micromanage.’ He
says men settle these things on their own. Don’t worry about it. It’s not like you’re a
new face around here. When we get in there, just let me do the talking. Remind ‘em
all who you are; you’ll be golden.”
I didn’t feel golden walking into Maewyn’s Pub. The new faces were Roy, Roy’s
brother, and Toss. Nobody had a last name, and Roy’s brother didn’t have a first. But
now I had a word for that edgy vibe I was getting from Liam. The guy was hunted and
Mitch was the guy doing the hunting. Not because he was hungry either; because he
could. Toss was the gatekeeper. He was ready to square off the instant I followed
Raglan through the door.
“Lay off, man. This is Matches. Matches Malone. I told you—from the
Downpatrick, remember?”
“We can’t keep track of your bullshit stories, Raglan. No outsiders.”
“You really are a toss, asshole. He’s no outsider. He’s old Gotham. The
Downpatrick. Remember that feek redhead that went off with Marcuso? Matches is
the guy that was looking for her.”
He looked me over, looked to Mitch for approval, then let me through.
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“I don’t know nothing about a redhead,” Roy said. “But there’s a Malone with a
mean hook giving lessons at Bolo. Where’d you get the batarang?”
“Bodyguard for Catwoman when she was queen of the underworld,” Raglan
answered before I could.
“Wasn’t that, like, a year ago?” Roy’s brother asked.
“Come on, let’s get you a drink,” Raglan said, ushering me through.
It was a figure of speech. First I was brought to a booth where Liam was holding
court under a stuffed deer’s head. A literal introduction wasn’t necessary, we knew
each other slightly from my last stint in Gotham. As a getting-to-know-you gesture, he
showed me the way he marked up his cash.
“Learned this directly from Old Man Finn,” he boasted, putting his unique
checkmark on the top of each bill. “On my first job in the neighborhood, collecting the
vig.” Then he broke into an imitation of Maewyn Finn’s gravelly brogue. “Numbers
on a screen can be manipulated, boyo. But cash, hard ledgers, numbers you add up
yourself and see that they do add up, no one will ever make a fool of you.” With that,
he marked the last bill in his roll and called for a pint and a shot, without offering me
anything. And that cagey-hunted look returned. “That’s what Finn himself taught
me,” he repeated. “Can’t take that away from you.”
I had no idea what he meant. His drink arrived and I was dismissed. I went to the
pool table to get reacquainted with Mitch.
“Marcuso was never seen again after he went off with your clancy grifter,” he said
without preliminaries.
“She wasn’t my clancy,” I pointed out.
“I guess that’s true enough,” he chuckled. “Hardly would have taken off with
another guy if she was. Point is, the man was never seen again once he bit down on
that. You think she set him up? Or maybe she was the hitter herself?”
Raglan was right. The guy was always a bollocks.
“Say anything like that again, I’m going to take out your teeth, one punch at a time,”
I told him. My Oliver Peoples are as dense as the old shades. Mitch still looked
through them like he could see my eyes, and I glared back like he could too. I glared a
simple three-word phrase, and I waited for him to breathe. The moment he took a
breath, I said it out loud. “I mean it.”
He paused just a second after that, then chalked his cue and went back to his game.
“Things are different than they were under Falcone,” Mitch declared. “The Roman
didn’t care what went on as long as he got his cut. And Marcuso, he was one of us:
about to get married, liked to hang out. Finn had a son that’d be older than both of us
if he was still breathing, rest in peace. He’s not ‘one of the boys.’”
“I heard he didn’t micromanage,” I said.
“He doesn’t, long as you keep the rules. Rule number one: no drugs.” Like Liam, he
broke into a gravelly brogue when he started quoting the old man: “Reason one is
moral. This is our neighborhood and you don’t shit where you eat. Two is practical.
Long non-negotiable sentences incite a man to cut a deal. And those who might
become rats cannot be tolerated. You hear me, boyo?”
I nodded.
“Other than that, common sense stuff. My uncle runs our chop shop around the
corner. Don’t take anything less than a ‘vette if there’s any chance you’ll have to
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outrun the Batmobile. Personally I wouldn’t try it in any American car, but Finn
doesn’t want me to say that. Always collect in cash. Don’t keep records on your phone
or take a lotta pictures. Somehow I don’t think that’s a problem in your case.”
I have no idea what he meant by that.

When I left Finn’s, the night was still young and I thought I might swing by this chop
shop we could use like a motor pool, just to see what kind of muscle cars were
available. The two pints of Guinness inside me were not enough to dull the famous
Malone instincts, and I knew I had a tail before I reached the end of the block. I figured
Liam, Toss or Mitch, in that order. I did not expect to be hoisted off my feet by a
gloved fist, tangled up in that fucking silk-wrapped tungsten and dropped into an
alley where—if I didn’t fucking know how to roll—I coulda broke an arm and
dislocated my knee.
I came up swinging—blocked left, blocked right, and shoved the freak back just to
get some fucking air.
“Oh look, it’s Batman Lite,” I sneered. “The bridge-and-tunnel cape. Why don’t you
go back to Bludhaven. You know the Russians got a massive smuggling operation out
of your south shore ‘cause they can’t get away with it here?” [NW-B2]
“Is that so,” Nightwing smirked like he didn’t take me seriously.
I decided to go into detail. Let him know what I overheard that afternoon from the
Russians in Chinatown. Let him know just how inept he was policing that city he was
so proud of. The smuggling—the tanker loads of wood-grain alcohol being shipped
back to Russia to be sold as vodka, dyed blue and labeled Windex to avoid paying
taxes. How sad is that? You know what smuggling is in Gotham? Couple Nigerians
on Canal Street smuggling a little smack for King Snake in the lining of a fake Gucci
bag. Heh. [NW-B3, G1]
And the arms deals. What’s a nothing gun buy under the bridge on Cherry Street—
three or four .38s, a .44 and a little bit of ammo—compared to the high ranking Russian
General offering his government's arsenal to a couple of Bludhaven wise guys? We're
talking long-range missiles, tanks, submarines. If they’ll sell that to Fat Paulie from the
Sopranos, I hate to think what they might be selling to terrorists. [NW-B1, G5]
Heh. Sent that snot-nose off with a whole new picture of crime in Gotham vs
Bludhaven, I’ll tell you, even if I did have to take a punch or two to pay for it. [NW-G1,
G5, B1, B2, B3 cleared; NW-G2, G3, G4 deferred.]
Only thing is, after a run in like that, a guy really doesn’t want to go home to an ice
pack from his own freezer. I went back to Mallory’s to wash the taste of cape fist out of
my mouth with another Guinness, possibly two. And there was Raglan. I told him
how I was overwhelmed with the warmth of my welcome at Finn’s, and he said not to
worry.
“Toss was suspicious ‘cause, after I mentioned you, he tried to look you up online
but didn’t find shit. Now that he’s seen you, he gets that you’re not the type to be on
OKC and Tinder. Or Match.com. Or… Facebook.”
“That’s the fourth or fifth time today someone said something like that. I have
Facebook. And a phone. I have Facebook on my phone.”
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“Relax, man, it’s just the jacket. Something about it just says ‘I’m not the top stud of
the Interwebs.’ And Mitch is paranoid. It’s not you, it’s you showing up right now.”
“What’s so special about now?
“I hear there’s trouble with the construction stuff. The contractors and suppliers,
concrete, electric, plumbing. There’s big money in that shit. And it’s more the kinda
thing Finn used to use, the old style money laundering. Everybody in the family got a
salary, sure, but that was about it for individuals. All the serious cash went through
the businesses, so he had high hopes for all the developers and construction shit. Same
kinda guys as the unions. Everybody expected it’d be as easy to step into Falcone’s
shoes. But I guess it’s not going so smooth.”
“So they think, what, I’m a spy for a buncha real estate goons? Would you mind if I
start drinking a lot of whisky right now?”
“Don’t worry about it, Matches. Look, Toss might act like the gatekeeper, but he
can’t shut you out and neither can Roy or Liam or Mitch.”
“Oh? And why’s that?”
“Thursday nights. They used to call it the fish fry. It’s really beer and pool,
Assassins Creed and some home cooking. It’s nice. And it’s at Finn’s house. So even if
they had the balls to shut you out at the pub, you’d have access once a week. And they
know that, and that’s why they won’t try to shut you out. It’ll just raise questions.”
“Enough of this shit. Let’s drink,” I said.

With four pints of Guinness inside me, I wandered home through the bleary glow of
street lights. Which was odd. The old Hell’s Kitchen, a street light that wasn’t burnt
out or broken was so dim it didn’t matter. Now they give off light. And there were
still people on the street, not a lot, but like any other part of the city at this time of
night. I had to wait for the elevator, it was all the way up on seven, and while I stood
there I thought of a few more things I should’ve said to that Nightwing. Then it
occurred to me how I got a bit of my own back from that Russian scum who took my
money, took my jerky and worked me over, and gave nothing but a lousy fence in
return. On the ride up, I started to wonder if there was an angle in that Falcone jade. If
the statute of limitations had run out on the original Maroni heist, Falcone taking it
from him and somebody taking it from this Mr. Liu wouldn’t count. I could get retail if
any of Finn’s people had the contacts. And I could definitely get better than batarang
prices from the pawn shops. I opened the door—and the effects of four pints of
Guinness vanished.
There was a blood red stiletto on the floor in front of my sofa. Not the kind that’ll
slice the nostril of a snooping P.I. The kind that cuts elsewhere. A fuck-me sandal
studded with red glass like a chain of dime store rubies. The matching one was on my
sofa, strapped like an exquisite instrument of torture around a perfectly shaped foot
that turned slowly at the ankle, grinding the scarlet sparklies into the bare foot below,
where toes painted redder than a Roman Cardinal’s cassock pushed at the strap until
the second shoe dropped to join the first.
Silky, sun-bronzed legs shifted, rubbing against each other like some hungry insect,
rustling one of the black pocket handkerchiefs Gotham women wear to nightclubs as a
skirt. The top, just as black and half as subtle, plunged a good four inches (a very good
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four inches) past her breasts. The two halves came back together at the neck, leaving a
diamond shaped opening to confirm for the stupefyingly challenged who had any
doubt: this is a mammal. To help a man pull his attention from the jaw-dropping
display of milk-production capabilities, the lips were a red that whispered Rita
Hayworth. The cheek bones (that framed each cheek in a lie that she wasn’t smiling
like a hungry cat watching a bird) whispered Ava Gardner. And the sly green eyes
that peered up at me as she leaned forward whispered it was the final flop in the poker
game of death.
“Hey Handsome, it’s been a while. Got a match?”
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CHAPTER 2: SITREP
Matches Malone inhaled, his eyes lingering just long enough on a delicately
suntanned ankle to be tempted upward… along the perfect curve of a well-muscled
but not over-muscled calf to the impossibly greater perfection of a thigh… that
disappeared, tragically but enticingly, into the dark fabric of her skirt. It was all the
time Bruce needed—the part of his mind that managed secret identities needed—to
throw off the learned instincts of Matches and begin reacting as Batman. While his
eyes continued to travel around the curve of a hip, his mind analyzed the room and the
sightlines from the windows… Up the glorious line of a shamefully immodest top that
barely covered unspeakably sumptuous breasts, while he considered the improbability
of Catwoman bothering with a 7th floor window with fire escape access… Silky
shoulders that bespoke an incredible softness that wanted touching …burdened with a
red wig and Gina O’Malley’s bar-hopping ensemble tucked in her loot bag… up a
perfect neck that wanted nibbling to lightly parted lips that wanted kissing.
“Got a match?” they’d said, glistening with the sheen of pale peach lip gloss.
Batman lost his train of thought but only for a split-second, and then made up for the
lapse as his eyes snapped up to meet hers, now certain she’d come in from the street
entrance, which was why she’d dressed that way. The world was allowed to see Gina
O’Malley walking down the street in Hell’s Kitchen on her way to see Matches
Malone. That left only one question, too important to trust to deduction. He fell back
on their old sign language, and was answered by a laugh that was equal parts Selina
and Gina.
“Relax Bruce, I ran a catascopia. Scanned clean; all your anti-surveillance gizmos are
in order. We’re bug free.”
“Selina, what are you doing here?” he said, double checking the blinds before
removing his glasses and giving her a kiss on the cheek. “You’re supposed to be in
Rio.”
“I still am, technically. Still checked into the bungalow anyway,” she said with the
naughty grin she used to answer Batman’s objections to her more felonious activities.
“Bruce is ‘out of town’ so Selina is ‘out of town’ which means Catwoman had to be out
of town, and that would be boring for me. So I let you ship me off to Rio to learn
jujitsu from your old master there—even though my belt is as black as yours and I have
a gold and sapphire Talisman of Charlemagne to prove it.”
“You are a skilled black belt in traditional Japanese jujitsu, yes. But there’s
something to learn from the Brazilian style, too. And the German for that matter.”
“Is that what Batman told the former owners of the Charlemagne Talisman?” she
asked sweetly and he grunted, to which she replied “Master Dias sends his best, by the
way” and again he grunted.
“I thought you liked the idea of studying at one of my old dojos,” he said, peeling off
Malone’s jacket and joining her on the couch. “’Some new training and one of the best
beach cultures in the world, what’s not to like,’ you said.”
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“Yes, and I’m having fun,” she nodded. “But I stumbled onto something that you’ll
want in on, so I came back. Gina will help you with your case, and then Matches can
take Gina to Ireland or something and you come back to Rio and help me with mine.
Besides, I missed you. There’s no kick being sexy in a new Lenny Niemeyer without
making the corner of your lip do that twitchy thing.”
He scowled from habit at the mention of a new bikini and asked about this case of
hers, but her only answer was to cross her legs. Bruce ignored them while he took off
Matches’s tie and muttered about “impossible broads.” She said if he wasn’t going to
give her a lip-twitch, he could at least give her a drink. That produced both, and once
she was happy, she proceeded with her sitrep. By the time she finished, he had
worked through several permutations of Gina’s arrival and the prospect of her
returning to Matches’s life.
“There’s no downside,” he announced. “At first, this mission was strictly intel. Now
that I know, that objective has changed. Your involvement could be helpful.”
She purred. “Is that Matches inviting me to stay the night?” she asked, stretching
her legs out from their casual Selina-at-home curl and re-crossing them to assume
Gina’s seductively all-business posture.
“I don’t think anyone invites Gina,” Bruce graveled, declining the return to
character. “She decides to stay and then seduces him, doesn’t she?”
“What a cynic you are,” she teased. “But we’ll play it your way. Exposition now,
role play later. You said the mission’s changed ‘now that you know.’ What do you
know, exactly?”
“What’s going on with the Westies. Time was they ran this neighborhood, all of it,
and they ran it hard. Cargo theft, counterfeiting, extortion, some loan sharking, stolen
cars. But no drugs, ever. Capital offense for one of their own to be dealing. If it was
an outside gang, it would be a severe beating for a first offense and a bullet in the head
if they ever came back. These are not lightweights by anyone’s measure.
“But after the Soviet Union collapsed, the Russians started coming in. Odessa, and
then later the Georgians. Slowly at first, but as their numbers grew, it brought a level
of brutality the Westies weren’t prepared for. For survival, they were absorbed into the
Falcone family, and that’s where we caught up with them during the Rogue war. Run
by Carmine’s godson, Anthony Marcuso...”
“I liked him,” Selina said. “Just the right mix of smart and stupid, very easy to deal
with. Blind spots in all the right places.”
Bruce grunted. “When Falcone went down, the Westies had their autonomy back,”
he resumed. “The Triads, Russians, the Colombian cartels and the Mexicans all dove to
fill the void in the drug trade. The Feds were waiting and everybody lost.”
“Except the Westies, who never wanted any part of that business so they stayed out
of it,” Selina guessed with a smile. “Happened to me once. Joker and Croc were on a
tear getting everyone organized to take down Batman. It was going to be a structured
and synchronized orgy of ouch, not really my kink. So I went right on, you know,
doing what I do and practically had the whole town to myself. It was boring. But it
bought an old Land Rover and new groundskeeper for the Catitat. I had some new
lynxes coming in, so…”
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“Not quite the same,” Bruce graveled. “You ‘kept on doing what you do.’ Maewyn
Finn grabbed the unions and construction interests, and possibly a few warehouses
Nigma missed that didn’t wind up on your NMK balance sheet.”
“Maewyn Finn?” Selina said, her brow wrinkled like a confused kitten. “I think I’ve
heard the name but it’s not connecting.”
“The old Westie boss who’s come out of retirement, really before your time.
Practically invented money laundering, but more with chains of shell companies than
individuals. Could be as many as twenty businesses in a unit, with fake sales, receipts,
payroll taxes, pension—presumably going back thirty years, squeaky clean on paper.
Undetectable. With the unions, he can take it to another level. This new development
is trouble.”
Selina’s brow remained adorably confused.
“You said possibly a few warehouses. Could be as many as twenty businesses,
presumably going back thirty years. Those are some unusual words for you about
something like this. How can you not be sure?”
Bruce couldn’t suppress the lip-twitch at her confidence in his methods.
“Because Finn is running things the way he used to, from the back room of his pub.
The man’s a fossil. Cash businesses, cash collections, paper ledgers; nothing is digital.
Oracle could trace the backscatter on Odessa’s money laundering a dozen different
ways. But this old man is a ghost. I had no idea what he was into or how big it was.
So I had to reactivate Matches to come down here in person and dig.”
“And where do I come in?”
“Finnegan’s Wake. It’s what they call the master ledger, similar to what Bane
brought us on Falcone. Transactions and contacts going back years. Can take down the
whole operation. Catch is, it’s not at the pub. As near as I can tell, he keeps it in his
house somewhere, probably a safe if that’s not too modern for him,” he said
contemptuously. “We need to find it and scan it so we have the data without his
knowing it’s been compromised. Then I can digitize the data, break it down like any
other criminal operation of its size—and end it.”
“Well I could always break in,” Selina said reluctantly, “but hitting a boss’s house is
something that’s better done at a social gathering, particularly if there’s searching to be
done—which it sounds like if you don’t have the make or location of the safe. I don’t
suppose he’d accommodate us with a party.”
“Something nearly as good,” Bruce said. “Finn had a large family, four sons. He has
a basement game room, and I guess he’s sentimental. Likes to see it used, hear voices
down there again. Once a week, the lieutenants and whoever’s in favor are invited
over.”
“So it’s a boys’ night. Nothing in that for me,” she frowned.
“They all happen to be men, but it’s not strippers or anything. It’s a pool table and
an X-Box and Finn’s wife bringing down a plate of sandwiches. The boys’ night nature
of the thing means you’ll be a perfect diversion. We create a context where Finn wants
to meet you, check you out, and tells Matches to bring you over so he can have a look
at you. Once you’re in their midst, no one will be paying much attention to Matches.”
“That could work,” Selina admitted, and Bruce began stroking her leg.
“Being seen with you may be useful for something else,” he said thoughtfully.
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Barbara was looking down at her notes as she closed the channel with Nightwing,
but her mind was on the contents of the kitchen cabinet. She was out of herbal tea and
it was late for more caffeine. But her notes on Batman’s report were a jumble—
Batman’s sitrep conveyed through Matches Malone ranting in character at Nightwing,
as interpreted by Dick. It reminded her of her college notes, having to filter out
Professor Gelding’s bias on Baltzell in his lecture of Baltzell’s influence on Cooper and
Cooper’s influence on Loewen-Ostrander—ARGH! From her college days, she always
started transcribing notes of this kind by clearing her head with a cup of tea. All she
could do now was opt for hot water and lemon (and feel like Grandma Gordon) or a
couple of wake-me-up songs on YouTube. She went with the latter, Bosshouse and
Joseph LoDuca, and dove into the fray...
The Chinatown drug smuggling was a King Snake operation, that should go to
Robin by default. DEMON cell in the White Dragon was still defunct, that required
only a note in the file to reset the calendar; it wouldn’t have to be checked for another
two weeks… A job-well-done/follow-up on Operation: Ushanka, apparently the
impact on Odessa’s set up washing dirty cash through a nest of investment portfolios
was above her estimates… A Two-Face job. She was to assemble a listing of all bars
with a speakeasy theme and cross tag any with Double, Twin or Gemini names, Second
Avenue addresses or other Two-Face provocative details. That was a low priority.
Nightwing didn’t want anything done before she completed a profile for this Russian
general behind that B1 arms deal: someone recently retired or nearing retirement, with
access to the arsenal and a hidden bank account to hide the proceeds of a sale…
And that’s where things got messy. Apparently Nightwing was handling a small
gun buy in Gotham tonight—checking his location, it seemed like he was on his way to
Cherry Street now—but he wanted her to have all the prep work done for him to “gun
through all the Bludhaven jobs tomorrow.” The pun was a dead giveaway: his old
Robin insecurities were thoroughly engaged, and Barbara cursed quietly under her
breath. She knew this was going to happen. No matter how much Dick knew the
exchanges with Matches were nothing more than playacting, that Bruce was playing
the role of an aggressive and contemptuous thug as he saw it (and thinking only of the
information he wanted to convey, not the Gotham versus Bludhaven rhetoric it was
wrapped in,) the repetition was going to take its toll. She knew this was going to
happen. But of course Dick failed to pick up any of her hints, and there was no way to
say it explicitly without doing more harm than good.
Every time Bruce left and Nightwing took over the team, the responsibility weighed
on him to some degree. He wanted Batman to come home to a better Gotham than
he’d left. He wanted to hand over the keys to a shiny clean car with a full tank of gas
(and apart from the time Robin and Batgirl burned down the Iceberg, he managed to
do just that.) But this time, Bruce hadn’t really left. He was still here, in town, to
witness how Dick was doing the job, and he was giving an almost nightly critique.
When he unearthed something on Bludhaven, or multiple somethings like he had
tonight, Dick took it as something between a challenge and a holy quest. Bludhaven
would not be neglected one angstrom because of Nightwing’s duties in Gotham.
Which was a nice idea but not practical if neither of them were going to sleep
tomorrow before resuming Gotham business tomorrow night.
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She sighed. She would try once. It wasn’t going to work, but the Code of the Bat
meant she had to try anyway. She opened the channel to Nightwing.
“I have a plan,” she announced brightly.
..::Speak.::.. came the reply, foreboding in its Bat-brevity.
“If the Russian General is something you have to do yourself, then it can’t be helped
and everything else gets tabled. But I can’t imagine anything I’ll dig up before dawn
that can’t be turned over to Homeland Security, or at worst the Justice League.”
..::Absolutely not. I’m not farming out a Bludhaven job just because—::..
“The South Shore smuggling can wait until this Matches thing is over and you’re
able to give it your full attention, and the vodka, I still think that was a joke, but if—”
..::Bruce doesn’t joke, Babs, not about stuff like this.::..
“Matches might! It sounds like something you’d make up to tell a cop, doesn’t it? I
mean c’mon, tanker trucks of grain alcohol dyed to look like Windex? It sounds like
something from an online meme generator. Dr. Genevieve Lichtenstein is a freckled
and reclusive coroner with a fondness for trainspotting. She doesn't know it yet but
she is the only one who can stop a killer when her nephew, Valentino Wishmonger, is
kidnapped by vodka smugglers and mangled fingers begin turning up in bottles of
window cleaner all over Queens…”
..::Black Escalade turning off the bridge.::..
“There was a time you would have laughed at that, Dickie.”
..::Probably Ellis and Smalls.::..
“It was a week ago.”
..::Yep, turning at the light. They’re heading for the buy..::..
“But not when you’re channeling the Dark Knight. Heaven forbid. Somebody
makes a bad joke? Snarl and change the subject—”
..:: It’s about to go down. Nightwing out.::..
She sighed, then completed her thought. “—and then have a good pummel.”

In the morning, one look at Matches’s bathtub convinced Selina she could shower
later, so she sifted through the corner of the bedroom that passed for a closet and found
a button down shirt to wear over her clubbing dress. Then she sat looking out the
window and she waited while Bruce shaved.
“I just don’t understand why you don’t have coffee,” she teased. “You’re not what
I’d call a morning person and neither is Matches. It forces both of you to go out at this
ungodly time of day.”
“Malone is very in-the-moment, doesn’t plan ahead. He runs out of something like
coffee, he keeps forgetting to buy more.”
She grinned and stood as he came out of the bathroom, dabbing the edge of his
moustache with Jameson’s Irish Whiskey to mask the smell of the spirit gum.
“Ready,” she announced, crinkling her nose as she kissed his cheek and then taking
the flask from his fingers. She dabbed her wrist and earlobe with the liquid as if it
were perfume and then checked the hallmark once she’d replaced the cap. “Tiffany,”
she noted in a coarse and avaricious voice, handing it back. “How’d you come across a
high ticket piece like this, Malone?”
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Bruce smiled his own smile in reply. “Gina gave it to him,” he said, indicating with
the pronoun that he wasn’t ready to get into character. “There is one other piece of
news, before we go out in public,” he said grimly. “Selina, since you’ve been back,
have you stopped at a newsstand?”
“No, I had a terrible flight. Ear ringing from hell,” she said, rubbing the back of her
neck at the memory. “Raced through the airport. Why?”
His lip twitched, producing an odd spasm at the corner of the moustache as he said
“Well… Remember when you said the Gotham Post would never report on that whole
‘Queen of the Underworld’ mess because it contradicted their East End crimefighter?”
“Y-yeah, that was more than year ago. Why?” she said warily.
“They’re covering it.”
“It was more than a year ago.”
“They’re covering it now.”
“It was more than a year ago.”
“They’re a little behind.”
“It was—This is just how it happened last time! I got back from Zurich, you came to
the lair, we spent the night with a little ‘welcome home’ and then when we were
getting dressed you told me I was the new—I’ve got to stop leaving town.”
“Relax, it’ll be over by the time we’re back from Rio.”
“It was over more than a year—Wait a minute, you read The Gotham Post?”
“I do not read The Gotham Post, but sometimes people I know read it and they walk
up and tell me things before I can hit them.”
“I had Oswald finessed. It was delicate, it was elegant, it was like easing a Rembrandt
off those shock sensors at the museum. Now it’s wrecked? He’s going to be paranoid,
and there’s no telling what that might stir up.”
“I wouldn’t worry about it. Catwoman is out of town. Chances are, it will all blow
over by the time she gets back.”
She sighed. “Possibly. Probably. But I better pick him up a nice Pre-Columbian bird
sculpture or something when we go back to Brazil, just in case.”
“You will do no such thing.”
“You’re welcome to try and stop me,” she announced with a naughty grin. “I’ll bet a
Talisman of Charlemagne that you can’t.”

Barbara surveyed her living room, her mouth curled into the bitter twist she
associated with her aunts from Boston. It looked like a dorm room. Not hers, of
course; she’d kept her own dorm neat and tidy. But Tim’s room at Hudson looked like
this, and she suspected Dick’s had as well. He looked right at home sitting in the
middle of the mess, hunched over her research like a senior cramming for finals.
“It wouldn’t kill you to clean up a little,” she muttered as she gathered the wax
paper wrappers, paper napkins and other refuse of the Team Gotham breakfasts that
were becoming the norm. Dick had led the team before and had always been content
skimming the logs the way Batman might. Now he couldn’t wait that long and
preferred these informal, in-person debriefings at the end of patrol. He was too smart
to call them that. He was too smart to make it an order. He knew the perfect bait to
dangle: animal protein and lots of it. The offer of a hearty breakfast had once again
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produced thorough reports from both Tim and Cassie on whatever special assignments
he’d given in light of Batman’s sitrep.
“Did you say something?” Dick asked without looking up.
After which, the kids went home to crash and Dick dove headfirst into the research
he’d ordered on the Russian arms deal. Which made it difficult for her to hound him
about the clean-up. It’s not like he was slacking.
“It can wait,” she grumbled. It’s not like undercover jobs happened every day.

Though it was Batman’s idea to create Gina O’Malley the grifter behind Selina’s
finance cover of Georgina Barnes, though it was his own idea for her and Matches to
have a past, he found himself at a loss walking with her into La Crema. She was so
incredibly beautiful, she was so obviously dressed in what she’d gone out in last night,
and here she was, sliding into a booth across from him to have breakfast in front of the
hipsters and the yups and everybody. They had a past, Batman reminded him sharply,
this was not the first time Matches was seen in public with her—but the note did no
good. The performance was out of his hands as Matches stood a little taller, held his
head a little higher, and radiated something closer to confidence than had ever been
seen in the affable loser.
Breakfast was spent catching up, which consisted of his asking questions that
allowed Selina to flesh out Gina’s character and also briefed him on particulars he
should know, given their history. She was from Danvers, Massachusetts; right outside
of Boston. Her favorite color was red; favorite movie, The Parent Trap; favorite animals,
swans and dolphins. She’d been arrested three times. Shoplifting at fifteen, makeup
from a department store; juvy record sealed. Protesting the Republican National
Convention; that was a convincer for a mark. And one time in Seattle, her crew was set
up by a bent cape who thought he could blackmail them into helping him catch a bank
robber. Bruce had to admire Selina’s way of working her grievances into Gina’s history
while making them wholly Gina’s invention. The only detail where she faltered was a
favorite song. On the surface, it seemed like Gina’s favorite song was too embarrassing
to admit, but unless Bruce misread the chain of thoughts playing out in her eyes, the
question caught Selina by surprise and she didn’t trust that the first songs she thought
of were sufficiently low-brow to match The Parent Trap.
It was an understandable lapse, but it would have to be addressed. Catwoman
picked up and discarded cover identities for an afternoon or a day, to case a target or
infiltrate a party. It wasn’t the kind of sustained, immersive cover they’d be attempting
with Matches and Gina. Yet another perk of having her involved in the mission: they
could work out the kinks in her process.
He thought about taking her downstairs to the flea market after breakfast and
buying her a sentimental trinket after their night together, but she insisted he stick with
his usual routine and go through with the class at Bolo while Gina went home to
shower. It presented Bruce with a minor acting dilemma. He felt sure Matches would
be distracted by Gina’s return, to say nothing of her spending the night. But Batman,
whose fighting skills Matches made use of, was too much of a pro to allow the loss of
focus. He couldn’t do it; it created too much of a paradox. The lack of discipline
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required to portray Matches accurately would make it impossible for him to have ever
acquired the expertise he was demonstrating. So he compromised the only way he
could think to: focusing today’s lesson on Brazilian jujitsu. To his mind, it permitted an
awareness of Gina into the proceedings while grounding the whole thing in the
knowledge that she didn’t exist. That she was, in fact, Selina (who was supposed to be
in Rio studying jujitsu with Dias) while Batman (whose focus and discipline was the
only reason Matches had the ability to punch block from a hopeless ground position)
went undercover.
It worked fine until the fifty minute mark, when he demonstrated how to achieve a
sweeping glance at the surroundings without compromising your weight distribution.
His sweeping glance took in red hair and the same shamefully immodest top, which
she now wore over tight jeans with a black snakeskin pattern—and then it took in the
ceiling as his back hit the mat. He tapped out, admitted the distraction, and once his
student saw her, that leveled the playing field for the last ten minutes of their lesson.
By the time Matches showered and met her in the lobby, Gina’s top was covered by a
funky suede coat which permitted her to blend in as they walked through the
neighborhood better than Matches ever had alone. It confirmed his secondary goal
including her in the mission, but before he could explain, he had to endure her
unfathomable mirth.
“I don’t believe you’re actually making money teaching thugs how to fight Batman,”
she whispered. “They’re paying you. Dollars. Hard-stolen dollars that they worked
for. It was their money and now it’s your money. For the privilege of being Zogger.”
“They get some legitimate tips,” he murmured.
“And you get your morning workout. It’s your best idea since the Batmobile,” she
smirked.
“Do you need to do some shopping?” he asked bluntly. “Daywear, casual,
something more appropriate for evening when she’s working a con, underwear.”
“Underwear? Nobody but Matches gets to see my bra and panties, stud.”
“I have a reason for bringing this up,” he said sternly.
“Yes, because the Zogger stand-in landed a punch you weren’t expecting when
Matches saw my tits,” she said with satisfaction.
“Because you dressed Georgina Barnes from your own closet, and that was fine
when she was a Wharton grad from Darien who worked on Wall Street and shopped at
Barney’s. But Gina has to create the effect of being… whatever her cons demand,
without the benefit of Selina Kyle’s platinum card.”
“Malone, you’re wearing a jacket that looks like the unholy union of a kilt and a
picnic blanket. Let me worry about how Gina maintains her wardrobe. Contrary to
what you’ve heard, crime pays very well. And for the little details that really sell it,
there are—”
“Canal Street knockoffs,” Bruce/Matches nodded.
“That too, but I was going to say whatever falls off the truck in front of Cluemaster’s
guy Clew.”
“I’d rather it be Canal Street,” he graveled. “That’s how you wound up at my place
last night. I was in Chinatown yesterday and you spotted me. You do a lot of business
there, but you won’t want that known yet so… shopping for handbags.”
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“You’re the boss,” she said—and Matches nearly missed a step as Batman’s warning
claxon sounded at three words so wholly out of character. For a second, he imagined
Gina had seen an opening to play up to Matches, puff his ego and strengthen her
hold... when he realized it was just Selina teasing Bruce for fun.
He took her to lunch in Chinatown at the place recommended by the Nigerians the
day before. Curiously, their stall was shut down. Rather than the police tape that
usually sealed the door when a vendor was closed for selling counterfeits, there were
only the signature slices of a Robin-sized Batarang.
Plenty of other vendors remained, however, and though Gina stopped to look at
some Balenciaga City Bags for a character she was creating, she treated Matches to a
new wallet instead, and at the next stall where a Proenza Schouler caught her eye, she
got him a spiff case for his phone.
The poker club was next, and though he wore the same loud jacket as the day before,
Matches blended in much better with the paradoxically conspicuous Gina draped over
him. At first, Bruce wasn’t sure how to modify Malone’s gambling. He’d presumably
want to impress Gina with larger bets, but the guy lived hand-to-mouth and they knew
he was broke yesterday. Entertaining her had to have put a dent into whatever he’d
picked up since Carl and Sasha left him in the alley. If he didn’t win big on the first
race, how could he possibly… He decided to bet light and hope for a long shot, but it
turned out to be a non-issue. Nobody noticed. At all. Gina had taken one look at Jiu
Mei when they entered and possessively steered him to present the slight Asian girl
with his back. Then she went to the bar to fetch his drink, and to refresh it, and every
time she passed the poker table, it wound up a new round of invocations from Carl,
Sasha and Vasily. They wouldn’t have noticed if Matches was betting two dollars or
ten-thousand. The only thought on their minds when they looked at him was HOW?
The rest of the poker table’s conversation generated only two footnotes, but that was
just as well. It was Batgirl’s night to collect his report and she couldn’t pick up as
many nuanced details.
For some reason, Gina wanted to see the Wu-Maroni-Falcone jade at Kangxi Imports
before they returned to Hell’s Kitchen, and even if Bruce was as mystified as Matches
as to what that reason could be, he accepted that Matches had no choice. He was
firmly tied around Gina’s little finger. No matter what Mr. Liu thought about him
bringing some skirt who was certainly not Catwoman to see his jade, it’s undoubtedly
what Matches would do. He had no more choice than if he’d been greened. Liu would
realize that or he wouldn’t, but it’s the way things were.
Predictably, Gina took no interest in the Fu Lions. But she did take considerable
interest in a statue of two courtesans in imperial dress, a cicada pendant, and an
admittedly exquisite collection of miniature musical instruments. She also looked
around the shop like she was scanning it. She did everything but sniff the shelves. She
asked Liu a number of oddly specific questions, and then she asked for a business
card. By the end of it, Batman—who existed almost as a subroutine at these times
cataloging significant factoids, hypotheses and questions to follow up later without
disturbing the surface performance of Matches Malone—manifested as a headache
about an inch above his right eye.
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He walked in silence for about a block once they left Kangxi Imports, then managed
a hoarse gravel.
“What was that?”
“I’ll tell you later,” she laughed.

The melodic tinkle of an alarm went off, and Barbara’s head rolled back as if she
were in bed wishing death on the digital clock on her nightstand, not at her desk—
still—wishing death on the messenger in her own phone. She checked the note before
dismissing the reminder. Q-Pap it read, with two little flags next to it that, if you
squinted, resembled the tip of a batwing. It meant the original reminder had been
edited twice—once from Nighwing’s communicator and once from Dick’s phone.
Surprise, surprise.
Twice from Dick’s phone, for a third little batwing-shaped flag popped up while she
was reading. Barbara ground her teeth slightly through a long, staggered breath before
opening the single line reminder into a full post-it sized note. Q-Pap call/pick-up.
Don’t forget the BB. 1/3. Damnit. She tapped the screen, flipping to the next post-it.
Check Ellis Smalls ev 2/3. Damnit. She tapped again. Poke R to check Snake. Don’t
do it for him. 3/3 The last turned into 3/4 before she could get out the ‘Damnit’ and
again she tapped to see the newest missive from His Battiness, the Lord High
Taskmaster which read Takeout Decoy 4/4
Barbara growled as she dialed but assumed her usual crisp business-like tone at the
sound of the pick-up and that unflappable “Wayne Manor” that had kept its cool
through marathons of impositions far worse than this one. She told Alfred she was
coming by to pick up the Q-Pap, since the Grayson household had run out of the
generic acetaminophen tablets that the Batcave bought in bulk. Confirming that it
wasn’t an inconvenient time, she gently reminded him that they had also run out of the
special flavored butters he made, and that Dick was, in a word, addicted. Barbara’s
pique faded briefly as Alfred said he had a fresh batch of basil butter he’d made only
that afternoon. Through the phone, she could hear the beaming smile of a cook whose
work is appreciated, and his obvious joy was contagious for a full ten minutes after
she’d hung up.
Irritation returned when she went back to the kitchen and remembered they were
also out of herbal tea and down to the last paper towel on the roll. It seemed like they
were running out of everything with the kids coming over each morning, even with
Dick bringing in most of the food. From her Clock Tower days, Barbara hated paying
midtown prices to get Whole Foods delivered, but with these Bat-operations running
round-the-clock, she didn’t have the time, the energy or the patience to shlepp Fairway
bags from Brooklyn. So she placed the order and, while she waited, she confirmed that
Ellis, Smalls and their supplier from the Gotham gun buy had all been arraigned and
were on their way to Blackgate. Their P.D. hadn’t challenged the evidence pack left by
Nightwing, and history had shown that if the vigilante card wasn’t played there; it
wouldn’t become an issue later at trial.
A different alarm tweeted, reminding Barbara that she had two loads running down
in the laundry room. When she returned, she found an automatic update had come in
before she logged out of the courthouse gateway. King Snake’s men from the
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Chinatown smuggling case made bail. The heroin was impounded, but the two nonGhost Dragon Nigerian nationals were probably gone for good… Which Robin was
supposed to check and find out for himself. She considered noting it in the log for
spite, but decided to be an adult and make Tim do the follow-up like Dick wanted. She
tapped his internet stream and saw he was online right now, chatting with the with
Sub Diego from the look of it. The Wayne office there had helped him with a school
project, but Barbara was pretty sure that was finished months ago. This was probably
social, not school work, so she buzzed in and reminded him to check the status of the
men arrested from that Chinatown smuggling job. She squelched the temptation to tell
him this was Dick’s special request so he would stomp a bit in the log when he noted it.
The problem was that Dick wasn’t being unreasonable. He was being conscientious
and responsible, and she couldn’t quite bring herself to be petty and immature in
return—no matter how much she wanted to put a wedge of stinky cheese in his utility
belt.
Takeout Decoy
Heh. Maybe she could indulge in just one tiny prank without resorting to vandalism
of Bat-equipment. She texted.
Qpap & basil butter, check. All good on Ellis & Smalls case. Robin doing KS follow-up now.
Decoy took some doing. Not many League, Titans or YJs down with wet work, as you know,
but Arsenal stepped up. Said he’ll have Decoy dispatched by noon tomorrow, but it’s on you to
clear it with B. You know how he is about killing. Xoxo, Babs
“Five,” she mouthed, pushing the send button. “Four, three, two…” Her phone
rang.
…:: Babs, what did you do? Takeout! I was asking if you wanted to get takeout from
Decoy. You loved the Peking Duck, remember? I… I just fell for one of your little jokes, didn’t
I? ::…
“Well, Dickie, if you weren’t running on two hours sleep, you’d probably know an
obvious joke when you see one. Duck sounds good. And get some of those pastrami
eggrolls, you know how I love them. Ta.”

Gina O’Malley wasn’t the kind of woman who filled a guy’s refrigerator with Greek
yogurt, but she did let herself in whenever she felt like it and planted a number of flags
that were strangely revealing if you knew how to read them. Bruce wasn’t sure how
Matches would feel about it, but he was fascinated by the study of a fictional criminal
like Gina as crafted by a real one like Selina.
In a way, he began it. Throwing away the layers of pizza boxes and Chinese takeout
cartons on (and under) the living room table, taping the cords and cables that hung
from the TV to present a cleaner appearance, hiding the dirty dishes piled in the sink
and running the shower until that black stuff was gone from the tub. Then he went
out, and when he returned he found two car magazines and a Derek Storm graphic
novel on the now-cleared coffee table, and on the kitchen counter, a four pack from the
“craft beer” place down the block. O’Hara’s Irish Red and Oak-Aged Innis & Gunn.
Beneath Malone’s mustache, Bruce’s lip twitched. The latter wasn’t Irish, it was just
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the one beer Selina had seen him order as Bruce, that night at the gastropub when
they’d first begun dating publicly and later when they were in London.
The next surprise was the appearance of four saucepans on the burners on his stove.
Within each, two or three small unglazed teapots soaking in what looked like a pale tea
soup. Bruce recognized them as the prized Yixing pots made from the special clay of
the region, but of course Matches would have no idea what they were. Bruce was as
puzzled as to what they might be doing here. He didn’t have to wonder long,
however. The next time he returned to the apartment, he heard the squeal of a
teakettle as he opened the door.
He took a half-beat to center himself so that Batman or Matches could react
appropriately to whatever he might find. He walked down the hall and sure enough,
Gina stood in the kitchen pouring hot water over some kind of craft project she had set
up with the teapots.
“You had a rat,” she announced in place of ‘Hello.’
He assumed one of Matches stupider expressions in case they weren’t alone, but
Selina-or-Gina wasn’t looking. She’d resumed pouring.
“Don’t worry though, the kitty took care of it,” she said. “Did you know you have a
cat?”
“Is that a trick question?” he asked, with just a hint of Bat-gravel.
“Not a metaphor. I came in and right outside that window, there was a chubby
black cat on the fire escape with two little feet sticking out of its mouth.”
“Ah,” Bruce said. “So we’re boiling water to sterilize?”
“No, I’m trying to get a patina on these in less than fifty years (not the textbook way
of doing it,) without any help from Felix Faust—a process that involves making a
ludicrous amount of tea, without any help from Alfred.”
“Also not the textbook way of doing it,” Bruce chuckled, now that he was sure they
were alone and out of character.
He asked if it was prep work for a con, and she nodded. Then he picked up the
smallest and plainest of the pots. “This brings back memories,” he said, tipping it over
casually to read the maker’s mark on the bottom. He started telling her trivia about the
clay’s special ability to conduct heat, making it ideal for brewing tea, but something
about the way she was listening—that little smile she had when she listened which
reminded him of their earliest dates—he found himself drifting into more personal
stories about the dojo in Foshan, and the one in Hong Kong. Then he stopped,
stammered, and nearly blushed.
“Let’s pretend Matches was talking your ear off about a big score in Metropolis all
this time,” he said, and she laughed. “It’s not funny. It’s one thing to break character
when we’re alone. It’s another to spend an hour talking about places he’s never been,
things he wouldn’t know and wouldn’t understand if you drew him a picture an—
mmmph.”
Selina cut him off with a wet kiss and suggested an alternate way they could have
spent the last hour that wouldn’t require Matches talking at all.
The rest of the day was quite pleasant, settled in front of the TV, conducting their
individual research on a phone and tablet respectively, with Selina popping up every
so often to subject another teapot to a dousing of water or tea. Again, Bruce wondered
how Matches felt about Gina using his place as a workshop to manufacture props for
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her cons. At that moment, having helped herself to one of the Innis & Gunns, she took
a swig from the bottle—and Matches informed Bruce that he found it very sexy.
An opinion he reiterated later when she was barefoot, legs stretched out on the sofa,
and grunting rhythmically as she worked on her laptop. Bruce merely raised an
eyebrow, watching over the top of Malone’s glasses, until she clutched her head with
both hands as if trying to keep it from exploding.
“Wifi on the blink again?” he guessed. It was the aspect of apartment living that he
found the most trying. He could understand how those not born with the advantages
he took for granted managed to live quite happily without butlers and Ferraris. He
could not fathom how they put up with an Internet connection that slowed or stopped
whenever it felt like it.
“No,” she moaned. “It’s more like what you were saying earlier. I’m basically trying
to dumb down what I know about Chinese porcelain so Gina can come off like an
expert, but keep it the level of ‘expertise’ she could pick up from eBay rather than two
years at the Sorbonne.”
“Ah. Sounds like my first year on the board of the Asian Arts Museum, pretending I
knew all the minutia about Dragon and Phoenix motifs from a half-remembered
lecture at Princeton instead of a DEMON compound in Guangdong,” he said.
“Arrrghhh,” she cried, repeating the head-clutch move. “Half-remembered is the
other half of the problem. I’m a terrible person, I didn’t like Chinese stuff very much
back then. I liked Japanese; I paid loads of attention there. But China just settled into
this one big, sloshy, famile rose-famile verde-cobalt-imari mess.”
“Well, I suppose Gina’s cons could involve Japanese ceramics,” Bruce offered, but
Selina shook her head.
“No, China is better. Finn doesn’t have an issue with the Yakuza and Gina didn’t
find you because you were hanging out in Little Tokyo. Besides, Japan is a little too
accessible. It’s too easy to hit on somebody that knows what they’re talking about, and
then you’re screwed. But China? People hear Ming Dynasty and it’s like saying Gucci
or Prada. They don’t know Wanli or Chenghua or anything, but they know a brand—
Ming—and that’s what they have to have.”
“We’re talking about the Amherst Collection,” he graveled.
“They think anything with that label is worth millions.”
“You were going to hit it anyway, for the Han Dynasty lion head vessel. That’s why
I was there. That’s why I was waiting. I had no idea that a social climbing nobody in
Toronto commissioned a couple of—”
“Turned up his nose at the exquisite—and frankly huge—Song Dynasty vase I
brought him at great inconvenience—”
“It barely grazed you.”
“And the wine stem!”
“I’ve seen your bare hip; there isn’t a hint of a scar.”
“Both 12th Century, rare black and white cizhou, and you go tossing batarangs like
it’s Frisbee golf—”
“Or like it was felony burglary—”
“So this nimrod in Toronto—”
“Trespass with intent, assault on the security guard, theft of cultural property—”
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“Sticks his nose up at the exquisite Song cizhou I brought him so he’d have something
that was actually from China, and insists on the pieces he sent me for—”
“He’d commissioned a theft, there was no obligation to tell him—”
“A ‘Ming doucai bowl’ that was a 19th Century Japanese knockoff—”
“Everything that happened that second night was your doing.”
“And a ‘Ming blanc de chine’ that’s really an Etruscan piss pot.”
They broke off together, slightly winded, and after a moment’s consideration,
Matches and Gina touched the top of their beer bottles in a shared revelation that the
costumed types like Batman and Catwoman were incomprehensibly weird.

The final arrivals that Matches came home to find were a collection of blue-andwhite bowls of varying sizes and ages. There they sat, deposited on his coffee table in
his absence. Of course he saw only “more of that Chinese junk Gina’s been fussing
with,” while Bruce saw a near pair of 18th Century Cobalt Phoenix Bowls, a bamboo
motif of the same period with everted rims and unglazed feet, and a Ming period
Swatow ware bowl with an irregular leaf pattern… and a paper label fastened onto the
side with yellowed tape reading National Museum of the Philippines, Manila.
He scowled. Psychobat reminded him that Selina brought a stolen cat when she
moved into the manor knowing he was Batman. Of course Gina wouldn’t give it a
second thought with Malone knowing he was a crook. Neither one of them drew those
divisions between home and work—he himself had a bag of counterfeit batarangs in
his sock drawer—and neither saw the risks letting the trappings of a criminal life
invade their living space. Unless…
Unless Gina did see the risk and that’s why she was using Malone’s place instead of
her own. He thought hard, trying to decide if there was any possible way Matches
might realize Gina was using him. She could be hiding out; she could be on the run,
people like her usually were. Malone should know that, he was the same. How could
he think a woman like that would just come waltzing back into his life without a
reason?
At that moment, the door opened and Gina came in with a shopping bag and a big
smile, bustling with her usual excitement and energy. It was, Bruce decided, perfect
timing: an ideal confluence to break through Malone’s stupidity and make him ask the
hard questions.
“Are these from the Chinese Room?” he asked, something in his head substituting
Batman’s opening for Malone’s but overshooting in an effort to keep the gravel out of
his voice, resulting in the slightly inebriated playboy voice he only used leaving the
country club.
Selina first reacted with surprise, the confused kitten head tilt as she set down her
bags. Then came the naughty grin, and finally, a warmer loving one.
“How are you holding up, Dark Knight?”
“So, not from the Chinese Room,” he grunted.
“Of course not. I haven’t been home since picking up the wig that first day. Now, I
know the World’s Greatest Detective can read and there’s no chance that you—”
“You’re not as good at evading questions as you used to be, Catwoman. Where did
you get these pieces?”
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“Bruce, not counting ‘boxing lessons,’ how long has it been since you’ve had a good
pummel?” she said as if answering his question rather than posing a different one.
“If there was nothing wrong with their provenance, you would have just told me
instead of going through this whole—”
“No,” she cut him off, softly insistent. He knew the look from the dozen chases
when he landed on a rooftop just as she made the other side of it. He’d call out for her
to stop and, unlike any other criminal he faced, she would if she felt like it. When she
did, her hip cocked just so, like it was now. She’d turn to give him an eyeful of that
profile, and then move towards him, not with menace but with an assured confidence
that was mesmerizing. Well, now you’ve got me, Dark Knight. What are you going to do
with me?
She gestured for him to take off the glasses and looked up into his eyes, the same
angle and the same head tilt with which she so often confronted Batman.
“I could tell you,” she said softly. “I might later. But not when you’re losing your
mind from… call it ‘cape withdrawal’ and I’m the only criminal you have to play with.
Bruce, what do you expect me to say when you’re looking down at a label the size of
your thumb with the name of a museum on it, pretending not to see it and asking in
that Bristol Country Club voice if it’s from the Chinese Room?”
“…”
“I’m going to ask again. How are you holding up? And I don’t want a Bruce
answer, I want (God help me) to hear from Psychobat.”
“I badly want to hit something,” he snarled.
She handed him a pot.
“Here, go crazy. The four of them together aren’t worth more than a hundred and
fifty.”
He scowled.

It was a quiet night in. Selina had discovered a vendor on eBay liquidating the huge
estate of an Asian art collector, with dozens of auctions ending a few minutes apart.
She said it was a crash course for Gina to learn what such items would actually sell for,
and her reactions and comments as she watched were like the regulars at a sports bar
watching a ballgame.
“That big dragon vase went for three hundred,” she’d announce. And then “What’d
I tell you, that yellow Wanli Ming went for three thousand. That ugly Meiping Lotus a
little over eight hundred, and that precious little jar, couldn’t get one fifty.”
He grunted, pretending to know what she was talking about, and tinkered with a
‘nano drone’ Matches had bought that morning at the flea market. A little under two
inches square, battery powered, with a six-axis flight control system, it was just the
kind of gadget that might appeal to him, but Bruce was thinking the of the eight
minutes flight time on a thirty minute charge. With a control distance up to fifty
meters, it would only take a few enhancements to make it an effective data-delivery
system for those nights when a back alley confrontation with Nightwing wasn’t a
convenient way to log a sitrep.
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For now, he mastered hovering over the remains of their takeout dinner, and then on
an impish impulse, started circling Gina’s shoulder to annoy her… Then reality closed
in front of him like a fist.
“Selina, this isn’t going to work,” he said.
She turned, knowing an explanation would come without prompting, so she merely
regarded the drone and breathed.
“It’s too comfortable, too ‘homey,’” he went on. “Matches would lose his mind.
He’d try to capture it, make it his, make it permanent, tie you down. Scare the hell out
of you, scare you off. He’d wreck it.”
“Tonight?” she asked calmly.
“Maybe. If not, it’s a ticking bomb. This seriously jeopardizes what we’re trying to
do. If I’m not ‘true’ to the character, then wherever it leads won’t hold up over time. It
just won’t.”
“Now wait a minute, Matches isn’t a complete idiot. He knows he can’t trust her,
right?”
“Knowing isn’t all that much of a factor when you’re looking at those legs,” he said,
more to himself than to her. “Those lips, those eyes. Not being an idiot is no help
either, trust me on this.”
“Fuck you,” she said, and only then did Bruce realize he hadn’t just dipped into the
gravel at the end but into the scowl and stoic monotone in which he’d always rebuffed
her advances, ignored her hints, and shut down all those conversations he desperately
wanted to continue.
“Kitten—”
“Don’t you ‘kitten’ me,” she spat. “Psychobat lost, and he’s a shitty loser and now
he’s trying to take it out on Matches and Gina. Fuck you.”
“Why is it ‘him’ up to the ‘fuck you’ and then… Never mind, it’s no longer a perfect
moment Matches will want to hold on to. Crisis averted, well done.”
“Go me,” she said sourly. They both went back to their projects for a half-minute,
when Selina looked up. “Is this how normal people fight? It’s not satisfying.”
“Do you want to get out of here? Go down to Mallory’s for a beer?” Bruce
suggested, having no basis to judge the normalcy of the fight but agreeing that it was
far from satisfying.
Selina-Gina agreed with a girlish grin, and Bruce-Matches decided the time was right
to debut the new overcoat. They stopped at the ATM on the way, and as Matches took
the stack of new bills to add to his roll, he felt the most delightful disturbance in the
space around him.
“Move,” an ugly voice rasped. “Cash first, then the wa—”
Presumably, the mugger was about to specify Malone’s watch be handed over next,
to be followed by “Red’s jewelry.” The threat “I’ll shoot your ass” may also have been
at the forefront of his consciousness, for these were the syllables spewed in a random
order with each new blow Matches landed on his ribs, side, throat, jaw, and thorax.
“Now that’s satisfying,” Matches declared, stepping over the whimpering ball of
would-be mugger.
“Thank you,” Gina mouthed to the unconscious form as she followed, walking
around him with a dainty step.
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Gina O’Malley. The kind of dame that made a man forget he knew better. Maybe it was the
red hair. Maybe it was the legs that went all the way down to floor. Probably it was the parts in
between. Whatever it was, it had me the minute that second strappy sandal hit the floor. Sure I
had questions, but before I could ask the first, she’d answered it and short circuited whatever I
was going to say next. Before I even knew what she wanted, I was rethinking my lifestyle to
make a place for her. Poured her a drink and told her everything I’d been up to with the Westies
before she’d drained the glass.
We got caught up over breakfast. Always had her pegged as the kind who would lie about her
favorite song, but like I said, Gina had something around her. Call it a whiff of Dahlia Noir,
some eau de dame by Givenchy that makes the proximity of nutella crepes and pumpkin iced
coffee tolerable. Or maybe it’s that the Givenchy was put on at least twelve hours ago and mixed
with a touch of Jameson’s from my moustache. Who really cares about a favorite song?
Yeah, Gina O’Malley was Trouble on Two Legs, but it never seemed to matter when they
were standing there in front of you. What mattered is she’s the sort of broad who can make a
guy see things in a new way. First day she’s in the neighborhood, I realized the juice bar (well,
snack bar) at Bolo was the kind of place a guy like me could use for an office if he didn’t have the
clout to use Mallory or Finn’s—not that I had any ambitions to be a big shot or anything. I just
realized it was the right kind of place for a certain kind of guy to take a meeting. For an office
with storage, there was some industrial space for rent by the river. Might be worth looking into
with Gina moving her Chinese doodads into my place…
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CHAPTER 3: GENTRIFICATION
The Dame, aka “the female of the species” as some poetic chump put it, is more deadly than
the male. Every man knows it as long as it’s some other guy getting tied off in a neat little bow
around a manicured little finger. But when the emerald eyes are pointed at you, when it’s all
warm smiles and jiggling as one moves into your life, a guy has a way of forgetting.
I swear, half the time, they don’t even do it on purpose. They just… are. A guy starts
getting ideas, thinks they’re his ideas anyway, and in all that warm softness and jiggling, he
misses something. Misses something else and then something else. Pretty soon it’s got a head
of steam and still he hasn’t noticed a thing, until it’s too late.
Bruce knew what he wanted to accomplish with Matches could not be rushed, so
those first evenings with Gina in Hell’s Kitchen did nothing but establish a baseline.
Boilermakers and steak sangers at Tigh Mallory. The next night, it was oysters and
Guinness at Finn’s Pub. The next night, they met at Mallory’s before going elsewhere.
For the first time, Raglan noticed that Matches had lightened up on the hair gel and
was sporting a new belt and belt buckle. He also noted that Gina was in one of those
short-short skirts she’d worn when she went off with Marcuso, rather than the jeans
she generally wore for an easy night out at the pub...

Matches had never been at the poker club at night (though Batman had torn it apart
more than once when the Triad crossed a line or when he wanted to find a particular
operative). It was a different crowd, and not one in which he felt that comfortable. But
Gina wanted to come, either because she had a present for Matches or because Selina
had one for Batman. He couldn’t tell, and that bothered him. He could have asked,
but she’d either find it funny (and he’d be a ball of yarn until she decided she’d had
enough fun and told him) or she’d seize the chance for payback (she was pissed about
his attempts to coach her after that stumble about her favorite song). Since the
unknown gift wasn’t a threat, he decided the best course was simply to go along, let
her lead, and he’d find out what it was eventually.
“Your usual Jameson’s or do you want to up your game a little?” Gina said, her voice
sizzling with sinful promise as she looked up into his eyes.
The same heat that once taunted Batman shot through his body and pulled his voice
into a gravelly whisper as he said “Surprise me.”
The body shimmied away, past the poker tables to the bar, and joined him a few
minutes later under the televisions which now showed a variety of football and soccer,
ice hockey and basketball. She handed him a glass, which he sipped.
Talisker? his eyes asked. A legit casino would supply an expensive single malt for
high rollers, but not an outfit like this, even if Matches was one. Guessing the full
extent of his question went beyond ‘How did you pay for the drink?’ Gina inched up
her skirt to reveal a black garter belt high on her thigh. She swiped a debit card across
it and handed it to him.
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“Maybe you’d like to hit the ATM for some fun money for the evening,” she said
with a cat smile that was wickeder than Catwoman’s naughty grin. “And put five
hundred on The Gotham Rogues for me.”
‘What did you do?’ Batman’s eyes glowered, though he could easily deduce it without
the discreet motion of her fingertips. Something on her—perhaps in her bracelet,
perhaps elsewhere—had zapped one or more of the Russians’ credit cards in their
wallets as she passed the poker table, and had coded the information onto this blank.
He looked into her eyes unbelievingly. She’d… picked their pockets, basically, to
fund their night out. Incredible. And incredibly devious, he realized as he counted off
the bills spat out by the ugly, undersized ATM the club kept on the premises. With
their accounts being charged in the club where they hung out and gambled, it wasn’t
certain the marks would ever realize they’d been ripped off.
He placed Gina’s bet (or was it Selina’s?) and put two thousand on the Metropolis
Meteors, holding a few hundred in reserve for small bets on first downs, yardage
gained and quarter spreads. While the game played out, he considered how to put
Selina’s felonious little gadget to better use.

The next night, they stopped at Finn’s after a movie. There was nothing remarkable
about Matches’s trench coat, other than the dark grey color hiding the loud plaid of the
sport coat underneath and making him look rather impressive, for Matches. Even so, it
wasn’t anything to comment on and Toss wouldn’t have, except it was something to
say. The atmosphere had been tensing up ever since Liam came in, and Malone’s coat
was something to talk about that had nothing to do with Roy’s brother—who
everybody knew collected for Mitch—stopping at some extra storefronts that were
under Liam’s protection. The owners paid up like always, Finn got his cut like always,
but Liam was cut out. So he had Raglan drop in on this restaurant that borrowed five
bills from Mitch last year and had to pay back fifteen next week. Sold him a two
month extension, interest free, for the same amount Roy’s brother collected from
Liam’s vendors. So really, it was a nice coat. Malone looked good.

It was becoming a familiar image: Gina O’Malley settled into a quiet table by the
wall at Tigh Mallory or Finn’s Pub, usually hunched over her phone while she waited
for Matches to show. She kept to herself unless someone approached, then she would
be happy to show them the eBay auctions she was watching or the article she was
reading on 80/20 housing. She never asked about their business until the day she sat at
the bar. Raglan was there and, being a red-blooded male, he offered to buy her drink.
Instead she bought his. She admired his tattoo and asked about the motto written
around the central cross. With undisguised directness, she asked if it was true that,
among Westies, particular imagery signified their specialties: a gold coin meant a loan
shark, crossed spears meant a hitter, two four-leaf clovers on a single stem was a
counterfeiter, a sword cutting a knot meant one who’d done a bit of hijacking and been
very successful.
“No, I never heard that,” Raglan said with an awed grin.
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“That’s because I made it up,” Gina confided playfully. “Ice breaker, because I want
to know who the counterfeit connection is around here.”
“Well, that’d be Toss’s cousin down at the print shop,” Raglan said, scratching his
head. He knew the deal. Women like Gina only came around guys like him when they
wanted something. Nice ones stayed a while after they got it (and the fact that Gina
was still hanging around Matches argued that she was a nice one.) Sure enough, she
stayed and chatted with him until Toss came in. Rather than be politely dumped, he
waved Toss over and managed the handover himself. “I was just telling Gina here
about the dimmick business at the print shop…”
They went off together and settled at Liam’s booth under the deer head, and Raglan
treated himself to a shot, feeling like a knight who’d been privileged to do a service for
a redhead.
Once again, Gina observed the social pleasantries before getting down to business.
Toss’s tattoo (his most visible, that is) was a wolf. Celtic horoscope, early November.
“The wolf is fearless, brave and uncompromising,” he boasted. “A warrior you want
on your side in the heat of battle. Won’t back down; takes no prisoners. ‘Honor’ is his
middle name…”
Then the drinks arrived and Gina listened with rapt fascination as Toss explained
how the ‘Black and Tan’ must never be ordered in Ireland, being the nickname of the
Royal Constabulary sent as an occupation force in the 1920s. If you wanted your
Guinness mixed with a pale ale like Harp or Bass, well, that was a Half-and-Half.
Though he personally favored a Black and Red made with Killian’s, or a Black Castle
with Newcastle Brown Ale.
Social pleasantries observed, he got down to business.
“The print shop used to be on the corner where that ‘All Natural Pet Supply’ thing is
now, between the dog groomers and the organic grocery. Moved the equipment out to
a new spot on Staten Island. I don’t think they’ve got anything going right now, but
when they’re set up, you’re just the kind of girl they like to see passing. I go into the
park and buy an ice cream with a fifty, I get ten kinds of shit from the guy. He’s
suspicious, he’s pissed off. You do the same thing, he’ll consider it a very good day.”
“That’s slick,” Gina grinned, “but I’m not looking for work. I’m looking for a
printing outfit with a sense of discretion. Could you make up about a hundred of
these?”
She passed him her phone, and he squinted at the picture.
“Ka Maw Bin… Thu-an?” he sounded out from the round sticker that looked like a
presidential seal. Beneath the words, in the center, was the picture of some kind of
Viking ship with an imposing monster head on the prow, or something. Then
underneath, an easy word he read confidently. “Crispins. 66317. What is this thing?”
“A shipwreck,” she said. “You stick it on something to mean it’s is from a
shipwreck.”
“You mean like a pirate treasure?” Toss asked.
“Yeah, sort of,” Gina said as if she’d only then realized it. “The Ca Mau was a
Chinese junk loaded with cargo for the Dutch East India company. Struck a reef on her
return journey to the Netherlands and sank in the South China Sea. Salvaged and sold
at auction at Crispin’s Amsterdam in the 1980s,” she recited, blissfully mangling the
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histories of the Nanking Cargo, the Tek Sing shipwreck and the Ca Mau into a knotted
mess of a narrative. “So it’s a lot like pirate treasure, except instead of gold, it’s mostly
what they called ‘export porcelain.’ That crap all looks alike, so it’s really important to
know where it came from. Something that was on a ship that sank in 1750 has to be
250 years old. There’s no way around it. It’s authentic.”
She smiled at the cleverness of it all, and Toss smiled back.
“That’s really sweet,” he said, looking down her top. “Things aren’t set up for
serious printing yet, but I’ll talk to my cousin. These are just stickers, basically. I’m
guessing they can help you out.”

Cassie eyed the peanut butter bagel while Tim continued his report on the Scarecrow
case. It was the most complicated investigation anyone had brought to these breakfast
meetings and Tim had been going for some time, giving her plenty of time to do
nothing but chew. She decided against the second bagel and opted for another glass of
orange juice.
“The victims were all street hustlers, male, early twenties,” Tim was saying. “Sent
the cops on a wild goose chase thinking it was a sexual predator in the area when, truth
is, they were only chosen for convenience. Crane needed a dozen test subjects and it’s
easy to get those guys to take a ride.”
“And the tests were centered on weather?” Dick asked.
“Check. He moved into Maxie Zeus’s old place in DUMBO for the lightning
machine. Added thunder. Wicked set up to synthesize the storm-trigger fear he
wanted for Phase I.”
“Gotham General posted the last update on their condition twenty minutes ago,”
Barbara put in. “Everyone’s responded to the antidote. One minor allergic reaction,
basically a bad skin rash, and one does have an arrhythmia. Him they’re keeping for
observation, but all the rest should be discharged today.”
“Well done,” Dick said, lifting his Pola’s coffee cup in a toast. Tim acknowledged it
half-heartedly with his right hand OJ while his left grabbed an egg sandwich and he
took an enormous bite. Everyone else had practically finished and he’d been talking
the entire time. “That was first rate detective work getting that location. Be sure you
crosslink the hell out of it when you write up the logs.”
“Oway, eeya rafnef,” he said, chewing.
“No way, it’s a rat’s nest,” Cassie translated.
“It’s really important we set up the log so B can reconstruct your process,” Dick
insisted. “Tell you what, you write it up the way you told us, and Babs will go in after
and put in the links.”
“Oyae-anx,” Tim said.
“Okay thanks,” Cassie echoed.
“Hey,” Barbara said.
“And Babs, pull the report from the GPD who were chasing the sexual predator
angle. I’d like to link that too.”
“You want hash browns with that?” Barbara offered, holding out a bag of them to
make her point, which Cassie took from her hand and began munching.
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“Cassie, you had the armed robbery from Matches’s last report,” Dick went on.
“ID’d and collared the suspect, right?”
She nodded.
“Description fit Dog Morales. Sunset Park. Didn’t have gun or vic’s wallet. Did
have contents. Three hundred bucks and Metro Card. BS alibi. There to ‘see friend.’”
“Line up with the vic was scheduled for 11 o’clock but could get bumped a few days
until the swelling goes down,” Barbara mentioned. It was a familiar refrain after a
Batgirl capture. The least engaged public defender would notice the way their client
stood out, and nobody wanted to give innocent fillers a black eye and a fat lip so the
perp would blend in.
“Good, tag it in the system, and assuming she makes a positive I.D., link it in the
log,” Dick said, though Barbara mouthed the last words with him. “And it’s a long
shot, but see if they look for the vic’s prints on Metro Card and the cash, and link that
too. They probably won’t, ‘cause they’ll have to disclose if they look and it’s not there,
but it can’t hurt to check. Now Tim, that Scarecrow thing pulled you off Matches’s tip
on the coke coming out of that recording studio. Do you want to get back on that
tonight or have Cass or I take it?”
“I’ll stick with it,” he said. “I got a tracker on the dark sedan he mentioned. It was
parked out back, so—”
“Alright, be sure to give Babs the tracking code before you go. She’ll keep an eye out
in case it’s moved today. Now you’re up to roust Matches tonight, but Gina is going to
be at the public library this afternoon. Either Cassie or I will meet her, so check in
before you go after Matches. Chances are, the day’s news will come through her and
you won’t have to bother.”
“Right ho. Is there any more bacon?”
“Ah, excuse me. The Library is my Briar Patch, why am I not going to meet her?”
Barbara asked.
Three sets of eyes blinked at her like deer frozen in headlights.
“We’re both sort of…” Dick said simultaneously with Cassie saying “Both of us on
list” as they made identical back-and-forth gestures and Tim added “I think Selina’s
con…” pointing from one to the other.
“I see,” Barbara said through her teeth, which then broke into a ferociously
determined smile. “Who wants coffee?”

There were over a million smokers in Gotham City. For Bruce, that meant reports
and proposals when he returned to the Foundation that would note the highest
percentage in seven years up from a historic low only three years earlier, attribute the
rise to a 47% reduction in anti-smoking media campaigns, and contrast the bargain
price funding a new program of television and subway ads with the projected $10.4
billion the state would be paying in medical costs incurred from smoking. For Matches
Malone, it meant there was a shitload of money in cigarettes without a tax stamp.
He wasn’t keen on the idea of making that money himself. He didn’t want a career
in black market cigarettes. He wanted one quick payday to get some balls rolling,
without having to wait for a good day at the ponies. He didn’t have the organizational
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skills to run a bunch of distributors or the patience to go around strong-arming
newsstands and bodega owners personally.
What he did have was the contacts and knowhow to find a supplier—and better still,
the time and place of a buy. One of Cobblepot’s guys who went by The Philippine
Eagle was bringing in a shipment of 10,000 cartons. The Alejandros and the Four Lotus
were each taking half. That would mean two briefcases of cash, each containing over
100k. The triads were still sniping at King Snake, so there was a good chance if Four
Lotus money was taken, the whole thing would be blamed on him. The exchange was
going down in a fenced lot between warehouses right across from Slip 15, and Matches
had the whole scene rigged: smoke bomb, floodlight, wind machine, fire crackers and
helicopter sound effects, even a prank siren with a rotating red and blue light. He’d
spotted the Four Lotus briefcase and was set to move. His thumb twitched over the
clicker—when there was a squeal of brakes more authentic than any of his sound
effects, and the most famous car in the city came screeching into view. Matches
couldn’t believe his luck as the Batmobile tore into their midst and blocked the opening
at the end of the fence, and started emitting a dense black fog, while Robin and
Batgirl—fecking Robin and Batgirl—swung into fray. The very second he was ready to
snap the button and start the show, a diversion beyond his wildest dreams was
kicking, punching, roping, hoisting, and spewing black smoke all over the place, all by
itself!
Perhaps it was shock, perhaps it was some ingrained animal instinct, but Matches
clicked into an altered state of focus and mental discipline that registered the positions
of all combatants and their trajectories, then locked onto the triad’s silver briefcase just
before it was engulfed in black fog. His thumb clicked the control, setting off his own
display to increase the chaos, and he walked swiftly to the briefcase… The briefcase
that only he knew was there, the briefcase that would now never be missed, that would
be impounded with the cigarettes and other cash as far as the Four Lotus was
concerned, a cost of doing business, not the kind you can hunt down and avenge…
His hand closed around the cold metal handle as he processed the cacophony, using
the sounds to determine each fighter’s position without letting it cloud his thinking or
slow his movements. Re-plotting his course of escape with each new shift, finding the
path through the tumult as if by instinct and walking swiftly but never breaking into a
run. His pulse never rose about 86…

Unlike most safe houses Batman kept in the outer boroughs, the one Tim approached
in Brooklyn would require multiple keys from the personal transponder in his
communicator. The graffiti’d door in a shaded sidewalk on Myckoff was unlocked,
which meant only that Dick was already inside. Locked or not, opening it activated the
access sequence: his transponder passing through the door set the timer. He had sixty
seconds to cross the courtyard. Dick’s bike was parked out front, but Tim had no time
to drool over it now. He went straight to the inner door and typed a six-digit pin into
the keypad, superficially unlocking it while the transponder silently sent its digital
signature, authorizing the system to accept the code.
The reason for the extra layers of security was evident as soon as he entered: unlike
the safe houses which were anonymous identikit apartments, this long, narrow space
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had once been a satellite Batcave which Dick adapted to a personal workshop and
mancave. The “kitchen,” never more than a counter with overhead shelves, a gas
burner, microwave, blender and sink, had always been used as a laboratory. The
counter now displayed a glorious mess of electronics. Next to each pile of gadgets lay
a stack of post-its and a notepad detailing Dick’s research for the GPD.
The furnishing too was anything but anonymous. Past the kitchen, one came to the
living space: a sofa of legendary ugliness which had once graced Dick Grayson’s living
room in Bludhaven, a media center with a shelf of his music and movies that Barbara
didn’t care for, and a dividing wall where four guitars hung, also from his bachelor
apartment in Bludhaven.
“Hey, bro!” Tim called, knowing Dick must be in the back as it was the only spot not
visible from the door.
“Back here!” came the confirmation, and Tim quickly searched under the counter to
see if any of his stash remained. Doritos and Snickers were gone (figures) but there
was an oatmeal bar… He decided to pass and grab something later. He tossed his
backpack on the Sofa of Unspeakable Ugliness and headed past the guitars, where two
tiny rooms like sleeper compartments on a train opened on the hall. Each was almost
exactly the width of the bed they contained, which was elevated to provide an open
area below. There, a simple shelf acted as a standing desk. There were also shelves
around the bed for books, a small television or a laptop, and it was there that Dick was
perched. He sat cross-legged at the edge of the bed, working on the laptop. At first it
seemed like he was reading email, but then Tim realized…
“Is nobody going to listen to me on this?”
…it was his own log entry up on that screen.
“Voice of experience here. Ignore at your peril,” Dick was saying. “I get that Bruce
was there. That in no way means your logs will be scrutinized less. It probably means
just the opposite. If you say Penguin’s guy had a Glock and he knows the gun was
never in plain view, then he’s going to ask how you knew what it was and God help you
if you’re filling in details you only learned later once the cuffs were on.”
“I knew ‘cause Cassie told me,” Tim said. “You’ve met her, there’s no ‘why.’ She
says ‘Has Glock;’ you say ‘Ok.’ Why are we meeting here anyway?”
“I want to make sure the logs are solid before Bruce sees them,” Dick said, (and Tim
mouthed ‘No kidding.’) “I know you all make fun of me, I don’t care. What none of
you take into account is I know what I’m talking about. Let him see you can get it right
the first time, it saves time…”
Tim’s attention wandered—and then did a double take. While Dick prattled, Tim’s
eye had fallen on the lower shelf beneath the bed and the items displayed there. They
were familiar.
“…finding a place to store that stuff in the meantime and keeping out of Barbara’s
way. She keeps threatening to format me.”
Tim made a face.
“Ooh, not good, bro,” he said, picking up one of the familiar-looking items Dick had
pointed to and turning it over to confirm a hunch.
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“Not literally. Well, sort of literally. She made a partition that she’s named Dick,
and when she’s really fed up, she formats it. You want to be careful with that, it’s
supposed to be Ming.”
“Reformatting a drive that many times a day is not good for the hardware, bro.”
Then, to change the subject before Dick could respond he said “You know all of these
are fake, right?”
Dick abandoned the laptop and slid down from the bed to join him in front of the
desk where a selection of Chinese bowls, bronzes and jade were lined up in a neat row.
“I know,” Dick said suspiciously. “How the heck do you know?”
“This inscription is Simplified Chinese,” Tim recited like an expert whose credentials
had been questioned. “Came into use in 1949, so max of about sixty years old there, a
bit shy of five hundred. This one’s a shipwreck bowl,” he said, picking up the next
one. “On the sea floor for a couple hundred years, so it’s not likely that it’s a modern
piece from Chinatown, right? Even got a little label on the bottom here from the
Crispin’s auction where it was originally sold. That’s very impressive—top quality
auction house, builds confidence. Just one thing. It says it’s from the Ca Mau
shipwreck. That was sold by Sotheby’s. Crispin sold the Nanking Cargo, so I don’t
know what’s going on there. It actually does look like an authentic little tea bowl, but
somebody’s trying to pull something.”
“Who are you?” Dick asked in awed horror.
“This one appears to be a Chenghua period Ming dynasty Doucai bowl, judging by
the reign mark,” he went on with smug professionalism. “Actually is an antique, but
not that old and, eh, not Chinese. It’s a fine example of 19th century Japanese Arita
from when they were basically forging Chinese marks and designs because there was
all this political unrest in China but a big market for the stuff in Europe.”
“Officially creeping me out here, Timothy.”
“Speaking of ‘not Chinese,’ I’m pretty sure this jade thing with the fish is from
Atlantis. Those characters down the side are definitely not any form of Mandarin or
Cantonese. I think they’re Atlantean glyphs, but you’ll want to check me on that.”
“HOW ARE YOU DOING THIS?”
“I’ve been helping Cass study,” Tim laughed. “Selina gave her flash cards, and this is
the stuff pictured on them. Not the same type of stuff, these exact things. Like this one,
I couldn’t tell you why it’s dodgy just here sitting on your shelf, but there’s supposed
to be paperwork somewhere documenting its provenance that includes the Carnegie
Museum in Pittsburg – no h, and that’s what these red numbers on the bottom are
supposed to be from. Except the Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania where the museum is, it’s
spelled with an h. There’s another Pittsburg in Kansas, no h, and no museum that’d
have anything like this. So once again, looks like a genuinely old piece, but somebody’s
trying to pull something.”
“She’s not expecting Cassie to say all that, is she?”
“Cass says she’s a lot better when you give her lines.”

Slap Hurley was behind the bar at Finn’s when the call came in. Maewyn Finn’s Pub
wasn’t the sort of place where couples left messages for each other or the wives and
girlfriends of regulars could call to check up on them. But the men all knew that
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Matches had rented one of the industrial lock-ups by the river. They knew setting up a
place took time, and they guessed that Matches hadn’t told Gina what he was doing so
he could surprise her. So Slap took the message… while Mitch sat at the end of the bar,
listening while he nursed his lunchtime Guinness. His eyes narrowed at the half of the
conversation he heard: Matches was set to meet Gina here tonight, no surprise there; if
she came in first, let her know that he’d be late.
Mitch shot a nasty look at Liam’s booth under the deer head, tossed a bill on the bar
and stalked out. Roy and his brother came in an hour later, shooting darts for most of
the afternoon. When Gina came in, she once again settled into that quiet table by the
wall where she didn’t bother anyone—until Roy took the seat across from her while his
brother stood imposingly behind her chair.
“This looks like it’s going to be an interesting conversation,” Gina said, meeting
Roy’s eye like a woman who is seldom rattled.
“I hope so,” Roy said. “I like a good conversation, nice way to pass the time on a
rainy evening. You were passing the time with Toss not long ago. Right over there
under the deer’s head. Y’mind telling me what that little bit of business was about?”
Gina looked towards the booth the same way Roy had, and then at Roy with an
appraising tilt of the head.
“Ah, I see. I was afraid that might have been a problem. Liam’s table, yeah? And
you guys work for Mitch. Figure I’m messing with the balance of power. My bad. I
just asked Raglan where to go for some printing on the QT; he sent me to Toss, and
Toss sat me down there. I’m certainly not looking to step on anyone’s toes.”
“Printing?” Roy said skeptically. “Y’sure you’re not talking about, like,
counterfeiting?”
“Stickers,” Gina said. “And down the line maybe some really high end sales
brochures and artist renderings for real estate, couple of blueprints. Sometimes I need
things to look like a Leonard Roff or Lex Luthor operation, without Roff and Luthor
money to put into it.”
Roy nodded with an almost-convinced grin, and Gina went on.
“Look, I think I know how to make this right. I asked for counterfeiters because they
tend to have the right equipment to make certain things I need. But they’re not that
special. If you guys could hook me up with a forger. Those boys are real artists and
very hard to come by. I had a guy in Seattle who could make a stamp: New Zealand
six pence, 1858, black-brown on pelure paper, in a day. And I had a guy in Keystone
who did rare bank notes. 19th Century Huddersfield five pound note, oh that was a
sweet one. You see, marks love to cheat. And they always figure the richest guy
around is the one who’s the best at it.”
“Like Lex Luthor!” Roy’s brother prompted, and Gina looked up, twisting her neck
awkwardly.
“I forgot you were back there,” she said, and then waved towards the other tables.
“There, get yourself a chair, get comfortable. Slap, could we get a round for the boys
here? So anyway, the marks love it when you let them in on something the big boys
do. Makes them feel warm and squishy inside when you let them in on one of those
‘Lex Luthor Secrets.’ How he’ll take large amounts of cash out of the country by
investing in rare stamps and bank notes, for instance. Things like jewelry are just as
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small and portable, but everyone knows they’re worth boatloads. Best thing to do
there is use jewels for misdirection. You get a fake of something that looks, just, stupid
expensive. Not hard to come by if it’s a copy of something famous that’s changed just
a little bit. Like the necklace from Pretty Woman with sapphires instead of rubies, or
that heart-shaped rock from Titanic except it’s red instead of blue. Something like that,
you put it in a Cartier box looking real as can be, the Customs boys start salivating—
and then they find out it’s glass.” Roy and his brother both started laughing, just like
the marks would, and Gina concluded “And the whole time, your two million dollars
is right underneath. Innocent little stamp in the lift out bottom under the necklace.”
By the time Matches came in a half hour later, he found them drinking a toast to Lex
Luthor—who, Roy’s brother informed him, converted the entire proceeds of the
Metropolis Mercantile Bank bailout into a single tea-stained banknote that his chauffer
smuggled into the Caymans as a bookmark in Fifty Shades of Gray.
“Get your things, we’re going to be late,” was all Matches had to say until they were
outside. Then he added “Mercy reading Fifty Shades? Sometimes I think you’re more
vindictive than Luthor.”
She shrugged, as she always did when he decided to be a judgmental jackass.
“Didn’t come cheap,” she said. “Now I’m supposed to find a red Swarovski ‘Star of
the Ocean’ for Roy’s girlfriend’s birthday.”

The next night it was back to steak sandwiches at Mallory’s. Matches had
abandoned the snug-fitting plaid sport coat for a well-draped sharkskin, none of the
shiny horror associated with mobsters of another era but a matte Loro Piana Navy
blue. The night after that, a bucket of oysters at Finn’s, the shirt and tie underneath
were replaced by a black cotton polo…
The day Toss brought a thick envelope of counterfeit auction stickers for Gina, he
expected to leave them with the bartender at Finn’s. Either she’d come in before he left
or leave a payment he could pick up whenever. He didn’t expect her to be on the
premises. Apparently she’d set up a Vintage Watch Room in the back. No one had
ever been granted permission to use the backroom in Finn’s absence (that he knew of,
anyway) but as the bartender pointed out, nobody had ever asked.
As he headed down the hall to the backroom, Toss passed Mitch coming out with his
arm in front of his face, as if blocking an attack. Toss quickly realized he was admiring
a new wristwatch.
“Omega Speedmaster Mark V,” Mitch said proudly.
“’Kay,” Toss said. The words meant nothing to him, but Mitch was stoked so what
the hell.
Inside, Gina was behind a small showcase, apparently waiting on Roy like a
customer, helping him put on a watch.
“Check it out, Rolex Stainless Steel Oyster 1992,” he announced. “You think this or
the—what was it?”
“1960s Vacheron Constantin,” Gina prompted.
“Yeah, that,” Roy said. “Goes for almost six thousand. This one’d be like forty-eight
hundred.”
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Toss suggested he take the one he could pronounce—and get on with it, he and Red
had business. Roy wisely picked the one he was wearing, and Toss hoped he’d scurry
off. Instead, Gina settled around his elbow and cooed, admired his choice, and said
“This will just take a minute. Toss, you look over what’s here, but don’t get too
attached. I’ve got a special one picked out for you, ‘cause of our thing.”
With that, she led Roy all the way back to the desk. Toss couldn’t hear what was
said, but after a minute, Roy signed something and left chuckling.
Gina returned and said he could have any watch he chose, but because he’d been so
helpful facilitating the deal with the auction labels, she held back the two gold ones for
him. Jaeger-Le Coultre, 18kt gold wristwatch with calendar and moon phase function,
circa 1980, and the most expensive piece she had: a Cartier Yellow Gold Tank Watch
circa 1960. Toss was iffy about sporting something too much nicer than Mitch’s, so he
opted for the Jaeger-Le… first one, even though he couldn’t remember the weird name
she reeled off any better than Roy could remember that Flashy-row Constantinople
thing.
He didn’t need help putting on a watch, of course, but no sane man would prevent
Gina’s delicate fingers from flitting around his wrist that way. Then she led him back
as she had the others, and his curiosity grew as to what exactly was expected in
payment for such swag.
On the desk, there was a stack of paper plates, several felt-tipped markers, and the
most butt ugly vase anyone had ever seen. It was sort of… pink and greenish gray.
Lopsided, with a ring handle on one side and sort of an… elephant-bat-fox head on the
other, spiral pattern in front. It looked like it was made by a nearsighted glassblower
on acid. Toss looked at Gina in awed horror, and she handed him a Sharpie.
“What the hell is this? I’m glad you asked,” she said, anticipating his question.
“Remember when I told you how important it is to know the history of these glass
bowls and things? You can basically convince people something’s worth thousands or
even millions if they’re absolutely convinced it’s old, Chinese, and authentic. Well…”
She tipped over the butt ugly vase and laid it on its side, revealing a horribly
corroded bottom, with several sets of numbers printed in black and red marker.
“This code here is from the Very Important George H. Corcoran collection,” she
intoned, breaking into the exaggerated uptown voice she’d use with a mark (and
making a mental note to give Trip Corcoran a dance at the next fundraiser to make up
for turning him into his great grandfather.) “Sold in 1959 to the Layne Museum of Fine
Arts, that’s their coding here and here in red (A dance for Ted also, for the impending
slur on his family’s legacy) who turned around and sold it only a year later to raise
money for a construction project. From there, it wound up in the hands of a Gotham
collector whose mark is right there.” (Scrupulously correct, but no dance for Richard
Flay. She didn’t mind his buying stolen goods, but he had near-Jervis-like mind
control abilities whenever he ran into someone at the auction house, and he’d
apparently decided the future Mrs. Wayne should be collecting Georgian silver.)
“So what I’d like you to do,” Gina went on, “is print these letters and numbers here
on the paper plate, around the rim here and here, matching the placement on the vase.
In red there and black here. Don’t try to copy the printing though, just use your own
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handwriting. And then sign it in the center so I know which one is you. If I need you
to do a bunch of bowls and vases, I’ll be in touch next week.”

Matches’s drinking habits were changing too, from the stolid, unvarying loyalty to
Guinness to flirtations with craft beers like Carrig Irish Lager, Dungarvan Red Ale,
Galway Hooker Pale Ale and Northern Ireland’s Belfast Blonde. Even more radical, he
allowed his deliberations on whiskey to expand beyond Irish borders to consider a
single malt scotch called Talisker…
The incongruously named Sunshine was once the deadliest dive the Westies called
home. It was now a swanky sports bar called The Upper Deck. From habit, Mitch
looked in the long windows facing Tenth Avenue as he passed, and there was Matches,
all gussied up for the redhead, as usual. He could almost pass for a yup. Not quite,
but almost, the pair of them whipping out their phones the minute they were seated.
Mitch decided to go inside and investigate.
It was clear this was where Matches had been developing a taste for new exotic
liquors. He was invited to join them for “a whiskey flight.”
“Talisker,” Matches said, pointing confidently to the first glass of three, then he
snuck a look at his phone before pointing to the middle glass and pronouncing
carefully, “an Iss-lay single malt called Caol Ila and another one called Lagavulin.”
Mitch looked suspiciously at Gina and the bottle sitting in front of her before
announcing he’d have what she was having. The label read “Trouble Brewing Dark
Arts Porter.”
They chatted for about half an hour: about the game, about the merits of the 1970
Buick GSX that showed up in the gang’s motor pool compared to the ’69 Mustang they
had last year and the muscle car by which all others must be judged, the ’68 Charger
LT. Gina said little, though she perked up when the conversation shifted to the new
cars unveiled at the auto show and the relative prospects of the 2016 Ford Shelby
GT350R Mustang and the Porsche 911 Targa GTS against the Batmobile.
Both men had their phones out, for Googling pictures of the cars and to confirm
details on which did and did not have the carbon-fiber skin without which automotive
victory over The Bat was impossible. Mitch may have noticed then that Malone’s
phone bore an impressive skin of its own, bearing the imprint of a designer for which
he was unlikely to have paid retail, or he may not have noticed until Gina got out her
phone in a similar case bearing a similar mark. Mitch may have even connected these
improbable luxuries with Chinatown knockoffs without Gina showing him pictures of
miniature jade musical instruments that looked like toys and asking what he thought
they’d be worth.
“I’m guessing you’re not an expert on Chinese antiques,” she said with a coy smile.
“So just as a random person off the street, if you had to guess, what should someone
pay for these? Sixty bucks, six hundred, six thousand? Sixty thousand?”
He had no idea, of course.
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Lesson for the day: curiosity is a better pick-me-up than caffeine.
Every Bat-protocol said a package like the one in Barbara’s lap had to be thoroughly
examined before it could be opened, and she didn’t have any of the equipment in the
house. She could take it to the satellite cave herself and get started on the x-rays and
scans, but it would take hours. Dick could manage dinner, but she doubted the team
could adapt to the night’s patrols beginning without an OraCom.
It had started with General Dvornikov, shot when the CIA busted in on his arms
deal. Barbara confirmed that he was out of surgery, no complications, and assuming
no post-op difficulties arose, he’d soon be joining the two Bludhaven wiseguys in
government custody. Bludhaven PD might be sore about the jurisdictional bigfooting,
but they wouldn’t have fared any better if Nightwing had handed the job to the Justice
League. The important thing was that the weapons were secure and Dick hadn’t found
it necessary to handle it himself...
Rather than use the found time to catch up on his sleep, Dick had, of course, gone to
Bludhaven for the day. Officially he was dropping in on his old buddies at the 13th
Precinct; really he was getting the unofficial, unreported details on an incident juicy
enough to have made it across the river to Matches Malone’s poker game. It seemed
some mob wives and girlfriends got into it outside a certain nightclub, at least two of
them attached to men in Blackgate since the Falcone sweeps. There were accusations
on both sides of somebody’s boyfriend/husband/brother/son being a rat. Not just a cop
rat either, but a cape rat.
With Dick gone for the afternoon, Barbara used the time to install those links on
Robin’s Scarecrow case and then to check the tracker on the dark sedan and the results
of Cassie’s lineup… when she was interrupted by the buzz of the intercom: the kind of
delivery from the kind of bonded messenger that wouldn’t leave a package with the
doorman. And so, a minute later, a knock at the door. It reminded Barbara of the
occasional deliveries from the Mayor’s office that came for her father when she was a
girl. The men and women who brought them were always so serious about it. Barbara
had never accepted such a delivery herself, but the man at the door today had the same
frown she had glimpsed back then, the same fifty-yard stare, and he needed to see Mrs.
Grayson’s ID before she could sign.
Fortunately, the temptation to say “screw Bat-protocols” and tear the thing open
reigned for only half an hour when Dick got home and confirmed that he had sent it.
Barbara asked why the hell he didn’t mention a bona fide drama box was coming, but
he would only answer “You’ll see.”
So she opened it, and she did see… a laptop. A laptop with liquid-cooled, titanium
housing, choice of biometric keys including a combination fingerprint and heartbeat
password that one-upped that LexBeat idea Luthor was trying to roll out, quad sync’d
over-clocked processors and a dedicated cryptographic air gap tunneling packet rates
for a uniform, er, something.
“A uniform er-something?” she asked with an arched eyebrow.
“I’m lucky I remembered as much as I did,” Dick said hopelessly. “I asked Mr. Fox
to write it down but he said no. This is, like, what comes before a prototype. It’s a
proto-prototype.”
“Dickey, my love, I do not tell you often enough how very much I love you.”
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“Well, with that pilot program your dad’s got me working on, the GCPD are
catching up on the tech front. We don’t want to fall behind.”
“No fear of that. This is a 747 among stone arrowheads.”
“Mr. Fox says it’s 3P, that’s for Third Paradigm, because ‘next generation’ doesn’t
begin to convey just how much of an evolution this is.”
“Hang on, with Bruce undercover, when did you get him to sign off on this?”
Dick cleared his throat.
“Before he went. You remember the prep day when I went out to the manor? It was
suggested that, by this point in the operation, I would certainly be doing something
irritating and you would be on your last nerve. Too supportive to let me know, but
before long, quietly plotting my death. Alfred suggested a gift of some kind. I had all
that applied Wayne Tech in my head and asked if there might be something for you.
Bruce called Lucius to see what R&D would have ready for a shakedown cruise, and he
came up with this.”

The next time Matches and Gina were to meet at Mallory’s, Gina was late. Matches
checked his phone several times for texts, which allowed Liam to notice the new case.
He smirked, as everyone had at the subtle and not-so-subtle changes to Malone’s look
since he took up with the leggy redhead. Of course there was another aspect to
consider… an aspect that hadn’t occurred to anyone but Roy’s brother, who happened
to notice Matches paying his tabs at both pubs and the Downpatrick off a big fat roll…
“Stood you up?” Liam asked, perching on the bar stool beside Matches and ordering
a shot and a beer for himself, a fresh round for Matches, and the volume turned up on
the ballgame.
“She’s working way downtown these days,” Matches said. “Third Circle of Traffic
Hell if she doesn’t start moving before the office suckers get their 5 o’clock freedom.
She didn’t today, so now we wait.”
“How about a little action to pass the time?” Liam said, pointing to the game.
“Without the juice, of course.”
“Sure,” Matches said, taking out his roll. “A hundred that Remy misses.”
“Slàinte,” Liam said, accepting the bet with a lift of his glass.
Remy made the shot from the twenty, which brought out Liam’s own roll at last. He
added a hundred of his own, and bet that Moyer would miss—when he promptly
made a jumper from the baseline.
The stack of winnings shifted back and forth, sitting in front of Matches while Liam
counted out the bills from his own roll to cover his next wager... “Another five
hundred that Penchon gets schooled…” Then when luck turned, to sit in front of Liam
while Matches did the same. “…Remy gets payback, double or nothing.”
There was almost $6000 by the last quarter, which was enough of a bond to warrant
a blunt question.
“It’s a lot of money you’ve been dropping. On that clancy, on the clothes. Not
holding out on the old man, are you? Whatever you’ve got going, he’s going to want
his cut.”
At that moment, the door opened and Gina entered the bar looking like none of them
had ever seen her—except for Raglan who remembered when Matches first arrived at
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the Downpatrick with an employee ID from a Wall Street bank. The suit was tailored,
the makeup refined, and the handbag had gone from the flamboyant Saint Laurent
Duffel favored by Kate Moss and Gwyneth Paltrow to a sturdy Valextra Madison that
was practically a briefcase.
Her manner, at least, was the Gina they all knew. She went up to Matches, hugged
him sideways and took a drink from his glass, then peered at the stack of cash in front
of Liam like she could count it by sight.
Matches proposed a quiet (read: cheap) night in after his losses, maybe ordering a
pizza, but Gina wanted to hit one of the chichi places on Restaurant Row.
“My treat, I’m celebrating,” she declared. “I told you when Gotham Magazine
reclassified that shithole from endangered to extinct...”
“The East End,” Matches mouthed to Liam, just so he knew which shithole she was
talking about.
“For the prophet has written,” Gina continued in Stentorian tones, “’When the crack
house gives way to the fusion restaurant and the crack ho to men called Morgan and
Chad, there shall come a Great Season of Marks as greedy as they are plentiful. For
burned out cars do not beget lofts nor bullets stuck in doorframes transform to sake
bars without the efforts of him called the Real Estate Developer.’ ~Grifters, 31:19.”
“Amen,” said Matches, as if from habit.

It was obviously a stag night when Matches walked into Finn’s pub wearing only a
Gotham Rogues jacket. Even a dim bulb like Matches Malone could sense something
off; the smart man behind him sensed far more. The way Raglan let the conversation
begin and then replied with only a few words… and then with none at all. The way
Toss kept glancing at the mirror over the bar. The way Roy fingered a dart before he
threw. The way his brother couldn’t hit above a six.
There was nothing to be done but wait or call the question, and Batman knew
whatever was about to go down was better done on his timetable than theirs. So he
announced he was going to hit the head, and entering the hall that broke left to the
toilets and right to the backroom Finn used as an office, he turned right—only to hear
the sluggish and near-silent clack of a Smith & Wesson 629 cylinder being spun, rather
lopsided, then a snap and a cock before it the gun was placed next to his head.
“The hell do you think you’re doing?!” a gravely brogue asked from the darkness
before him. “Y’looking to damage that fine firearm carrying on like some Hollywood
pisher in the movies?”
An apologetic grumble behind the gun sounded like Liam, but Matches didn’t risk
shifting his eyes to confirm it and the figure silhouetted behind the desk didn’t
acknowledge it. “That’s an S&W .44 mag double action revolver you’re beatin’ ta hell,”
it continued. “It’s not a tank, and it’s not a toy. You’re damaging the thing because
you thought it looked sexy in a Humphrey Bogart film? And you—”
Bruce/Matches felt the end of the barrel press against the temple of his glasses just
past the hinge, pushing the pad and bridge against his nose and emphasizing the gun’s
proximity to his eye.
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There was a crinkle of old leather as Maewyn Finn adjusted in his chair, leaning
forward into the light.
“Why you spending so much time in Chinatown, boyo? Y’doing business with the
Triads? Bringing smack into me neighborhood? Into me backyard?”
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CHAPTER 4: FINNEGAN’S WAKE
Maewyn Finn sat behind his desk, looking less like a mob boss than any Batman had
faced. His hair, well-receded to a half-moon that began at his ears, had nearly
completed the transition from grey to fully white. What remained was still thick, as
was the immaculate white beard and the moustache yellowed from whisky and
tobacco. His wrinkled features were a fair, healthy pink, except at the cheekbones and
the edge of his wide nose where they reddened with windburn to give him a Kris
Kringle appearance—an effect that was enhanced by dark eyes that shone with keen
intelligence.
That intellect posed a serious threat, but it wasn’t foremost in Batman’s mind at the
moment. The gun barrel held to Matches Malone’s temple was the only immediate
Alpha. It would take four to eight seconds to resolve, after which disarming Liam
would be the primary; tracking the gun Finn kept in his desk, the secondary. The
Beta—winning over Maewyn Finn—might begin with his next words, though the only
objective was resolving the Alpha Threat.
“I give you my word, Mr. Finn, I would be the last man to violate your rule about
drugs in the neighborhood,” Matches said in a voice that bespoke a strength and will
seldom found in the thugs of Hell’s Kitchen.
“A fella your age gives his word, I expect him ta be lookin’ me in the eye when he
does it,” Finn said evenly. Matches did no more than stretch out his fingers slightly to
indicate that he wasn’t about to lift his hand to his glasses, or make any other type of
move, while Liam’s gun was pointed at his head. Finn nodded, and Liam took a halfstep back, keeping the gun on Matches but lowering the line mid-chest. A lightning
pivot wrapped Malone’s left hand around the barrel from below, pointing it to the
ceiling while his right came down on Liam’s pronator quadrus, sending a sizzling pain
to open up the finger, and dropping him with a blow to the lumbar only after the
weight of the gun shifted to Matches’s hand.
He pointed the revolver at Finn but saw the old man’s eyes flick downward, not to
the barrel but beyond it to the trigger where Malone’s finger wasn’t. The eyes twinkled
then as they shifted up at Matches as if to say ‘Now that we both know you’ve no
intention of shooting anything, why not take the bullets and give the tosser his gun
back.’ What Finn actually said was:
“Now where’d you learn a bloody move like that? The bloody Secret Service?”
“In Chinatown,” Matches said, stalling while Batman decided which openly taught
martial art came the closest to the biomechanic exploit he’d used, which had, in fact,
come from Secret Service hand-to-hand training. “But not from any of them damn
triads. Was one of them Russians that hangs out down there, something they call
Systema.”
The eyes brightened at that, less the paternal twinkle and more a savory, private
satisfaction. He didn’t approve of Russians; their brutality had damaged his operation
and forced an early retirement. But the idea of their undoubtedly effective methods in
the hands of one of his own, that was a spark worth blowing on.
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“Malone,” he pronounced sagely. “That’s what the English made of Ó Maoil Eoin,
‘descendent of a disciple of Saint John.’ You were about to give me your word on a
very serious charge. And I don’t know you, so I don’t know what that’s worth. Tell
me, Matches Malone, are you a disciple of Saint John?”
“No, sir,” Matches said, removing the last of the bullets from Liam’s .44 in a slow,
deliberate rhythm before closing the cylinder and then placing it respectfully on the
desk. “But I’m a man of honor, and I give you my word that I bought no drugs in
Chinatown, or anywhere else, and I brought no drugs into the Kitchen, from
Chinatown or anywhere else.”
“The first part’s good,” Finn said grudgingly. “A ‘man of honor’ shouldn’t claim a
religious upbringing that isn’t his. Tell me this, though…” He reached to his desk, and
Batman prepared to react in case the gun came out. Instead, it was four bills that were
withdrawn. Finn lined them up neatly on the desktop blotter before continuing.
“This is Liam’s mark,” he said, pointing. “And this here is the mark of a triad. On
each one of these,” he said, stabbing at each of the last three bills with a gnarled,
accusing finger. “Now what I want to know is how triad money made off that poison
got mixed in with my cut. Liam says these found their way into his pocket from you.”
Matches shot Liam a nasty look as the disgraced underling picked himself off the
floor. He could see it all: Called into the office after handing in his take. Questioned
about a mark on a handful of bills, something he should have noticed himself when he
was counting and marking them. Panicking. Thinking of the tension with Mitch,
thinking he’d been set up—and then, with the rat cunning of thugs, remembering those
bets on a basketball game. All the time Matches was spending in Chinatown, all the
money he was spending period. It was plausible. It didn’t have to be true, it just had
to be plausible.
Unless, of course, things took a little turn and Matches survived the confrontation
long enough and with enough credibility to get some payback.
“Yeah, well, we did pass the time betting on the game the other night,” Matches said,
confirming enough of Liam’s story to save his life and hoping the son of a bitch
appreciated it. “Basketball’s really not my game. And a lot of my cash is coming out of
Chinatown these days. It’s a triad-run club where I gamble. Horses and poker, you
know how it is. So, yeah, there could be any kind of marks on there, I guess.”
Finn grunted.
“And that’s how you come to know these Russians?” he asked skeptically.
“That’s right. They have a poker game. I started going for the ponies, and when I
have a good day, I’ll sit down at their table for a bit.”
“Not the wisest way to be spendin’ your time,” Finn noted like he was disappointed
in the younger man’s decisions but accepted long ago that the young are stupid and
you have to let them make their own mistakes.
He looked at Matches for a long minute, rubbing his chin through the beard, and
then nodded.
“Alright, Mr. Matches Malone. I’m inclined to take your word as a man of honor—
assuming we take a little stroll down to yer place and don’t find anything amiss.”
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Selina was enjoying her night off to the extent that it was possible to enjoy being
bored. Her costume withdrawal had taken longer than Bruce’s to set in, but now that it
was here, it was more acute. She longed to be Catwoman again, and if she couldn’t,
she longed to be bad. Not Gina-bad but Catwoman-bad. Her natural feline bad girl.
She was sick pantomiming the edges of a con that was never going to happen. She
wanted to break into a penthouse, steal a cat prize, and then outrun-outfight-outwit
Batman to make her escape. That would feel so good.
As it was, the best she could do was letting the fire escape cat into Matches’s
apartment while she played with her new bauble. The gold plated necklace was a
leopard, after all, the first bit of cat-kitsch she’d enjoyed since becoming Gina. And
even if it was legally purchased, it was less than four dollars. Might as well have been
stolen. Have the Z whip up a storefront for that smell of money and high overhead, sit
it in a nice display case or a velvet box and you could easily sell it for three-to-five
hundred… Aeiou.
“Or I could let you have it,” she teased, dangling the thick chain above the cat’s nose
and letting it just brush against his whiskers and until he nipped and pawed and was
happy.
She sighed. It didn’t take much to make a cat happy, so when the fur ball had his fill,
she tossed the necklace onto the table. Selling the four dollar Canal Street leopard for
three-to-five hundred to marks who thought it was worth six, it was goddamn Gina
thinking. She was impatient to go home, flush the damn cons from her head and get
back to being a normal cat burglar.
Symbolically, she removed Gina’s wig. It hadn’t been fitting right since she took off
her sweater. Something was wrong with Matches’s radiator and the apartment was
miserably warm when she arrived, so she’d changed into one of his t-shirts.
The room was comfortable enough now, so she’d made tea instead of raiding the
stash of craft beers… and wondered if Alfred would be put out if she brought one of
the little yixing pots back to the manor and announced that (gasp) she wanted to make
her own Lapsang Souchong once in a while, or maybe even an Old Tree Yunnan.
As if in answer to this heresy, a warning tone sounded from her earring. One of the
watches given to the Westies had just entered the elevator—HELL! Selina bolted up,
scaring the cat as she reached to the right to collect her sweater from the back of the
couch, left to get the wig which she pinned under her chin while she collected the
leopard necklace, a nail file and her teacup from the coffee table, sweeping all three—
tea included—into her purse. “You, get out,” she told the cat, hopping in a back-andforth motion towards the window while adjusting in her shoes, which she’d halfkicked off. In a fluid move, she opened the window, tossed out her purse, the sweater
and wig, then reached back for the cat, who hissed. She hissed back, reaching outside
and retrieving the sweater. Using it to protect her arms, she picked him up in a
hopeless bundle and carried him out with minutes to spare!
Until she realized she’d left the lights on and the little teapot was on the kitchen
counter, and her coat was still hanging inside the door. She cursed, climbed back in the
window and darted to the door, grabbing her coat and hitting the light switch as the
sound of a key began jangling in the lock. She raced back out and closed the window
as the door began to open...
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Finn didn’t exhibit anything as discernible as a raised eyebrow at the narrow hall
that stretched before them when the door opened, but he did note it with suspicion.
He didn’t care about the peculiarly modern table or the framed picture hung above it,
hinting that actual thought had been put into the surroundings. He didn’t care about
the tiny shelves a little farther down, next to a mirror hung over a second table that all
seemed a little too un-cluttered, un-grungy and well-chosen for the space to fit the
image Malone presented in the pub. What Finn cared about was the hall itself, and its
twins in dozens of similar tenements throughout the Kitchen that had, generation after
generation, concealed the presence of a hitter waiting in the room ahead.
He sent Liam in first with a silent head-tilt that reminded Bruce of Ra’s al Ghul
ordering Ubu around. When they followed, Finn pointed contemptuously to the
mirror as he passed.
“You should move that,” he growled. “You put it here to make the room look bigger
when you’re sitting on the sofa. What good is that? Put it on the corner at the end of
the hall and you can see inside when you come in the door.”
Matches thanked him for the tip while Liam pawed the car magazines on the coffee
table before looking behind the television and speakers as if searching for a stash. Finn
looked too but without touching, as if he was getting a sense of the place by osmosis.
Fiercely penetrating eyes scanned what was left in the open for anyone to see, as if it
was unnecessary and undignified to open cabinets and peer into drawers… There was
the line of whisky bottles—Paddy, Redbreast, Powers—displayed without pretense,
which drew his attention to the kitchen counter… where his eyes narrowed as they fell
on the small brown teapot with Chinese writing on the side.
“What’s this now?” he asked in the same tone he’d pointed out the triad marks on
his cash.
Matches said it belonged to Gina, “one of her miniature teapots made from magic
dirt.” Liam reminded Finn that she was the girl who asked to use the back of the pub
for that gift room. Finn nodded and grunted, and Liam confirmed that she “was into a
lot of that Chinese stuff.”
Finn didn’t like the sound of that. He picked up the teapot and looked inside,
sniffed it and poked the soggy leaves with his finger. It obviously hadn’t been used
recently to do anything but make tea, but it certainly could be used for smuggling
drugs, or a number of other things. He decided he wanted to see more before making
up his mind, and Liam told him that Malone had a storage unit by the river.
Matches looked less-than-thrilled with the idea, but he didn’t try to weasel out with
bad excuses. That brought an approving sniff from Finn. He knew there could be a
dozen reasons why a man didn’t want bosses poking around his office. Most of them
came down to ambition, and a little fire in the belly wasn’t a bad thing. The important
thing was that Malone was respectful on the walk to the industrial unit. It was only
taking out his key that he muttered a little, and that was justified the way Liam was
crowding him. When Matches unlocked the door, Liam went so far as to get out his
gun again until Malone switched on the light… revealing nothing but what they
expected: the inside of a large industrial storage unit.
Malone had set up a large, sturdy desk in the center of the cavernous space. Beside it
was a metal briefcase; on top, a battered laptop and a cardboard box filled with
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porcelain rice bowls. There were a few similar boxes on rusty metal shelves, but for the
most part, the space was empty.
Finn’s inspection began with the boxes but he quickly lost interest in the jumble sale
pottery, bronzes and jade. He wanted to see inside the desk and then inside the
briefcase. The contents of the desk drawers explained a lot about the apartment.
Malone had clearly moved his skin magazines, racing forms, lowbrow swag and
tchotchkes in order to appear more refined and cosmopolitan for Gina… It was also
where he read up on the upcoming races, judging by the stack of old newspapers
opened to horse and greyhound results… That left only the briefcase. Matches
claimed he didn’t have the key, and Finn told him to pick the lock or they’d blast it
open. It took him almost five minutes to get the lock open, five minutes that Liam
spent fidgeting and Finn spent studying Matches. For the first time, the younger man
was scared.
“Only two possibilities here, boyo,” he said, measuring each word with ominous
gravitas. “Either that’s your case—sittin’ here in your office, sittin’ beside your desk
that’s a reasonable assumption—and you’re pretendin’ in very stupid fashion not to
have the key. Or else you really don’t have the key because it’s not your case, and
you’re scared because you got no idea what’s in there. Also very stupid, lettin’ some
pretty little miss get you involved in that filthy business with the triads when you
don’t even know what’s goin’ on.”
At that moment, there was a loud click as the lock gave, and the top of the briefcase
opened to reveal, not drugs, not cash, but…
“The hell is that?” Liam asked as Finn peered at a trio of document tubes resting on
top of a stuffed manila folder.
Finn picked up one tubes with cautious curiosity, as if it might contain explosives
but probably didn’t, and opened it to reveal a detailed set of blueprints.
“Building plans,” Finn declared, spreading them out on the desk. “Main retail area,
cinema complex, bar and restaurant. What’s this say here,” there was a pause while he
pulled out a pair of wire rimmed glasses and then read out “East End Car Park.”
“The boys did say she’s mentioned the East End a couple of times,” Liam said
generously.
“Cause of all of the development,” Matches added. “Construction big shots are her
favorite marks. Says those guys are swimming in cash and very easy to sell.”
A sly smile jostled the moustache above Maewyn Finn’s lip, though it didn’t quite
reach to his shrewd, still-wary eyes.
“Does she now?” he said though a sharp inhale. “She finds those cagey bastards
easy to handle? That’s a bit hard to swallow. Stubborn as mules, what I’ve seen of
them.”
The remaining contents of the briefcase seemed to confirm the claim, however. The
folder was full of printouts: lists of general contractors, plumbers, electricians and so
on… and intriguingly, a list of East End banks. Three were highlighted in yellow, with
a business card from one of the branch managers attached with a paperclip. On the
back side of the card, ink notes in a sloppy scrawl indicated a holding account had
been opened to pay “construction staff, etc”—the et cetera underlined twice—First
deposit: $3 million.
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There was also a Polaroid labeled in a more graceful, feminine hand: Grayson
Wingate. Not much could be made out of the man in the picture, other than his
standing outside the entrance to an upscale building wearing an expensive suit, tinted
glasses and a cast on his right arm.
Powering up the laptop, a quick Google search informed them that Grayson Wingate
was the man behind Ultra Gate Properties, WG Development Group, Gotham Boutique
Real Estate, and most recently, Wingate East End. The websites for these were light on
content, heavy on slideshows of Gotham properties which only an insider might
recognize as Z-renovations of Falcone fronts that had been rethemed during the Rogue
war and restored to functional businesses at the behest of NMK Inc. The only thing
they found on Grayson Wingate himself was a blurb on a gossip site that he’d broken
his arm skiing in Aspen.
Finn appeared to think, but he’d already decided how to proceed. He informed
Matches coolly that he wouldn’t be going home tonight. He’d be returning to the pub,
where he would sit under Finn’s watchful eye until Mitch caught up with Gina
tomorrow and followed her.
“If everything he sees fits what I’ve seen here, then me and your little miss are going
to have a talk. But if I get the idea that someone’s trying to paint me a picture, that’s
not going to be so good for either of you.”

Except when Catwoman was involved, Batman preferred contact with adversaries to
remain adversarial. He had limited patience with the ‘Aren’t We Civilized’ routine
favored by the Ra’s al Ghuls of the world, that smarmy ‘just because we’re on opposite
sides there’s no need to be hostile’ attitude that presumed a level of familiarity he
rarely granted to allies. The hours spent with Finn, however, had none of that galling
pretention they might have in the company of Ra’s or Luthor. Though Finn was clearly
suspicious of Matches and masking it with a lot of chitchat that was meant to be
disarming, it didn’t make Batman long to hit him hard and repeatedly. It took fortyfive minutes to determine that Finn would not be led into any subjects that might be
useful. Though Matches had offered several episodes from his criminal past that might
have drawn out a different type of crook, they brought nothing but wry smiles from
Finn—and the eventual suggestion that, since it was almost dawn, they might relocate
to the bar and brew up some coffee.
Accepting the situation, Matches backed off and let Finn set the topic. Finn
remarked on the car magazines and asked if Matches knew much about what went on
under the hood or “just liked sitting back and dreaming.” The next hours were spent
on the finer points of brakes and suspensions, rebuilding an oversteering muscle car to
corner like those lighter, agile ricers… Matches did try at that point to reintroduce
crime-related topics by way of the Batmobile: the goal of any right-thinking enthusiast
was to find a vehicle that could outrun that ultimate car, but he wasn’t terribly
disappointed when the ploy failed. Finn saw no point getting into an arms race he
couldn’t win with fancy boy pishers.
“You can’t outspend capes, boyo, and you can’t outspend cops. And what do they
get for their money? The slow and the crazies, only ones they ever get for the actual
crime. Look, we all do our time in the trenches, and it’s a man’s job to get away from
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whatever they throw at you. I did it in my day, Datsun 510 and what I got right here,”
he said, tapping his temple. “You boys today taking on this Batmobile, you use the
same thing: gray matter right here. More important than rubber on the road. You
don’t get away, there’s nothing anybody can do for you. But you get your arse back
home without leaving a fingerprint, go around thinking you’re home free. That’s when
they really get you. You know how? Taxes. They never get anybody worth getting on
the crime. It’s all about getting past those tax men that got Capone.”
Matches was silent for a moment, letting the idea sink in. Then he asked, with
genuine curiosity, why Finn knew so much about cars.
Finn said because they were sexy, and then he laughed at Malone’s stupefied
reaction, saying he was young once. Like Liam snapping that cylinder on his .44—and
Mitch was almost as bad racking the slide on his automatic, wasting bullets in order to
look cool—Finn was once a young man doing stupid things he saw in the movies. Car
chases, car stunts… The odd conversation segued into great movie cars, races and
chases.
“The M4S,” he pronounced the way others spoke of Superman. “Would have put
Chrysler on the map if it ever went into production. Zero to sixty in just over four
seconds, nearly two hundred mph out of a 2.2L four cylinder. In 1985, that was
nothing to laugh at,” Finn declared—when Mitch entered, the younger man’s mouth
twisted into a pained grimace as he overheard the final words.
“The Wraith,” he said with the smirk of a favored son who gets to poke at his father’s
pet opinions. Then he turned to Matches and said “Don’t try telling him about The Fast
and the Furious if he gets going about ‘great car scenes.’”
Finn shook his head at the younger generation’s lack of discernment, but rather than
renew the old argument, he sat back, stretching out his legs under the table and eyed
both men shrewdly. The remark was inclusive… Don’t try telling him about The Fast
and the Furious… That’s not how you talk to a man you’re expecting to get whacked by
the end of the day. Mitch was back from following Gina O’Malley. If he’d seen
anything suspicious... Finn still had to hear the details himself, Mitch was in no
position to judge what might be important, but the unconscious vote of confidence was
revealing. Though he’d originally intended to send Matches into the other room while
he heard Mitch’s report in private, Finn decided to let him stay.
“Well, the traffic in that neighborhood is as bad as you said,” Mitch began,
addressing Finn and Matches equally. “I never did find her building, but I caught up
with her at the breakfast place, that Café Zoophilly, right where you said she’d be. She
was sporting that snooty Wall Street look, not the usual Friday Night Gina. I followed
her to a storefront in NoHo that looked like a campaign headquarters for some piss ant
local council seat. She was only in there a few minutes when this dark Town Car pulls
up. She comes out talking on her phone and juggling papers like she works there.
Chauffeur gets out, opens the door, she gets in.”
“Describe this chauffeur. Did he look like muscle? Bodyguard?”
Mitch shook his head.
“Just a driver. Young kid, white, weedy, didn’t look like he was packing. Followed
the car to Chinatown. She gets out with this guy…” He pulled out his phone and
handed it over, displaying a picture of Dick in a brash but expensive suit, with his arm
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in a cast. Only the edge of the teenage driver’s arm could be seen on the car door, and
a blur of Gina’s red hair disappeared off the edge of the frame.
“Wingate,” Finn graveled. “That’s her mark, Grayson Wingate. What’s this place
they’re going into?”
Mitch showed him how to page to the next photo: taken through the window and a
blur of out-of-focus jade and cloisonné displayed in the foreground to focus on Gina
and Wingate inside a store, with a slight Asian girl waiting on them. Finn scrutinized
the image as Mitch narrated.
“Tiger Chi Curios. All kinds of Chinese shit, bowls and vases and stuff. Girl inside
waiting on them, but it looked like Gina was telling him what to buy. Guy pays in
cash, leaves with a bowl. They get back in the car, and he drops her midtown at one of
the big hotels. She did some shopping, went into a bank, got a slice for lunch and went
into Matches’s place. Far as I know, she’s still there. I went back to the tiger place.”
He reached into his jacket and pulled out a tiny blue and white bowl, half the size of
a western teacup, while Finn continued to page through the pictures on his phone. He
came to a close-up of the Chinese shop girl looking savagely at the camera.
“No more than sixteen,” Finn guessed while Mitch set the tea bowl on the table in
front of him. “And not too happy about you taking her picture.”
“Yeah, thought for a minute she was going to break my arm. Was definitely going to
break my phone. That’s why I had to buy something. They’re definitely fronting
something.”
Finn picked up the bowl thoughtfully, flipped it over absently, and noted a small
sticker on the bottom labeling it from the Cau Mau shipwreck.
“Whatever it is, doesn’t look like your little lady’s Chinese have anything to do with
drugs,” he murmured. But it had something to do with real estate and construction,
those men he was having trouble running as neatly as Falcone had. They’d played ball
with the Carmine, but they were cut from the same cloth—as was Finn himself. They
didn’t bow and scrape as easily as other men. If this O’Malley had a way with them, if
they could be maneuvered into situations where he had some dirt on them…

On the walk home, Bruce wrestled with Matches’s reaction to the events of the day.
Gina had always been trouble. Always. He knew that. He never had the sense to do
anything about it, but he knew. Now he’d come through an ordeal—an ordeal—gun
against his head, twitchy hunted Liam’s monster .44—twitchy hunted
overcompensating Liam and his monster overcompensating .44—pushing his fucking
glasses into his nose and hours—hours—on the hot seat with Finn! All because of her
and whatever the fuck she was doing in Chinatown—new clothes for her—sprucing up
the digs for her—nicking that Triad cash to impress her.
Then again, he’d come through it. He owned Liam’s ass now, Mitch was treating
him like a pal, and Old Man Finn had personally invited him to the Fish Fry with
instructions to bring his girl. He was moving up in the world, and he spent the next
two blocks replaying everything that happened since he stepped into that back room,
highlighting for himself how very well he handled it. Yeah, Gina was trouble, but he
was man enough to handle it. Sure Gina was trouble, but it was the kind of trouble
that set things in motion. They were really quite a team—quite a team—and as he rode
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up in the elevator, he thought that maybe he should get her a little something the night
of the Fish Fry—a charm bracelet with a dolphin maybe—to show his appreciation.
That was the thought until he opened the door and Psychobat reminded him of all
he’d noted the last time he stood on this spot: Selina had just been there. She’d let the
cat in from the fire escape, she’d been scrambling around moments before he opened
the door, and she’d left the teapot in plain sight. He seethed as he closed the door
behind him, seethed as he stalked down the hall and, finding her sitting on his couch
looking up expectantly as if for an announcement, he decided Matches would definitely
hold a grudge.
“Well,” Selina prompted. “Are we in?”
“Yes,” he said, biting off the word savagely. “Thursday night. He wants to meet
you.”
“Meow,” she said with a satisfied smile that made Psychobat’s anger spike again.
Impossible woman, careless criminal, willful, undisciplined… “I figured things were
happening when one of them came here last night, and then Barbara buzzed me as
soon as they hit the website. It was so much fun,” she laughed. “I wish you could
have seen Cassie. She’s a natural.”
Behind Malone’s glasses, Psychobat glared.
“Congratulations in cultivating her inner criminal. I should have known you’d have
too much ‘fun’ with this.”
“And what’s up your nose?” Selina asked, arching an eyebrow in place of flexing
claws that weren’t there.
“This isn’t a game. And your blasted idea of fun, getting the whole family
involved—”
“I used the best people available for the job. The job got done, Finn bit, we got the
invitation. What’s your problem?”
Psychobat made a fist reflexively, as he often did during Hell Month. Bruce started
to speak but thought the better of it at the last second, manifesting in a slight grinding
of teeth and an exhale that Selina felt as a belated density shift.
“I would have liked to have more control over the operation, that’s all.”
“Always,” Selina said with knowing suspicion. “You never have as much control as
you like. If you reacted like this, it would be your constant state of being. Which
would not be fun for anybody, so why don’t we—”
“Why don’t you get around to telling me where you got all those cobalt bowls,
particularly the one from the Museum of the Philippines.”
Selina tilted her head at the confused kitten angle, trying to work out the puzzle, and
then Catwoman’s eyes narrowed. Her voice deepened into the richly sensual bedroom
tone as she said:
“Suppose I do. Suppose I tell you. You’ll have a little ‘win.’ Exert some control.
Make me do exactly what you want—with the jaw and the glare and the waves of
angry Psychobattitude crashing away like surf before a storm. You. Win. And it’s not
going to make you feel one bit better, because that’s not what’s really bothering you,
you arrogant jackass prick.”
“Tell me. Where. They came from.”
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She smiled, impishly, and began the detailed history of a pair of 18th century
Phoenix Bowls and how they came to be in her possession… and that of some Ming
Swatow ware from a junk that sunk off San Isidro in the mid-16th century and wound
up in the Philippines Museum… the mixing bowl from one of the earliest tea caddies
made for a representative of the East India Company… a Kangxi slop bowl made for
the armorial tea set of Sir John and Lady…

As predicted, Selina’s scrupulously detailed disclosure of her acquisitions did
nothing to assuage Psychobat. It refined his anger in a crucible of simulated patience—
though he halted the process at midnight in the hopes that another solo walk to the
ATM might tempt another mugger. Having no such luck, and knowing Selina
wouldn’t be inclined to accommodate him with some roughhouse sparring tonight, he
tried the alleys where he’d met Nightwing. He knew the team was busy and the
chance of an encounter outside of a prearranged meeting time was practically nil, but
he had to try. His fists ached for relief… though as he returned home, he sensed that a
picked fight with Nightwing would have been even less satisfying than with Selina. So
it was back to simulated patience, channeling old denials, and exerting control
wherever he could in compensation for the areas he couldn’t.
An offset Selina was fed up with. By the time Thursday night rolled around, he’d
offered eight suggestions about what Gina should wear to the Fish Fry and supplied
three devices for covert communication. Threats to rob various gem dealers when they
returned to Rio had proved ineffective, so before going into the bedroom to get
dressed, she googled the two leading ones, H Stern and Amsterdam Sauer, and
marched into the bedroom prepared to show him specific pieces.
“One more word about my outfit, this aquamarine right here. A word—one single
word—about my makeup, it’s going to cost them this imperial topaz. And so help me,
you try to put nanites in my nail polish again, this big honkin’ amethyst will never see
the inside of a gift box. Am I making myself clear?”
“It’s natural and perfectly in character for Matches to feel a lot is riding on this and
for him to be coaching you, even to the point of annoying you,” he graveled.
“Matches did not put a microdot in my bra, Bruce. That was you, that was you
coming completely off the rails. Now, I love you, so knock it off or the big blue
tourmaline gets it. Are we clear?”
He grunted, turned away, and muttered that her fur was only ruffled because their
big undercover mission involved cracking a safe and he was going to be the one to do
it.
“I heard that,” she said through clenched teeth, and he appeared behind her in the
mirror, dangling a bracelet.
“I first thought Matches might give you this tonight, but that’s not a good idea. Gina
might be inclined to draw attention to it if it’s new, so you’ve had it for years. This
wave is the power knob. Message displays here. Countdown timer. Send. Receive.”
“Got it,” she said with curt professionalism, then once she adjusted the clasp she
added, “and this better be the last one.”
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It was necessary that Matches and Gina arrive a bit late. Bruce didn’t want Finn
spiriting Gina away for a private interview before she could establish a diversionary
presence with the rest of the guests, so he decided that, neither of them having been on
Staten Island before, they’d get lost. His timing was perfect and they walked in just as
the bustle of arrivals was subsiding but before the mass migration to the game room.
Introductions were brief.
“So this is the girl last seen with Marcuso,” Finn asked, though clearly not as a
question. “Think you’re going to play up to me like you did him?”
“No, sir,” Gina said simply, which brought a raised eyebrow.
“Sir? And why not?”
“He didn’t remind me of my granda.”
It struck the right note, and while Finn didn’t actually laugh, he put an approving
hand on her shoulder as he steered her and Matches into the dining room to meet his
wife…
“Your daideo, eh? You’re a grifter?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Would that be something you learned from your daideo?”
“Yes, sir.”
They reached the dining room, an unnervingly homey room for those accustomed to
the pretentions of Falcones, Cobblepots and al Ghuls. Sturdy furniture made of dark
wood, highly polished, recalled a time of post-war pride and prosperity. On the center
of the dinner table on a round of hand-made lace, a large colorful bowl of fruit sat
surrounded by trays of cold cuts, fried cod, whisky chicken and fresh rolls.
Mrs. Finn greeted Matches with the easy acceptance of one who is always happy to
welcome an extra son to the table, while Gina received a skeptical once-over as a
presumed trollop who’d appropriated one of her boys. As an accomplished grifter,
Gina was more than able to charm her way over that hurdle, though Psychobat would
have preferred she not draw on Selina’s knowledge and taste so much to do it. The
recipe she shared for a sweet Guinness reduction to dip Irish soda bread was the
brainchild of celebrity chef Kevin Dundon, and while Gina could have known it from
her and Matches’s occasional visits to the chichi places in the theatre district, it was, in
fact, something Selina had charmed out of Dundon for Alfred. Chef-beguiling aside,
there was no way the eye that spotted that centerpiece was anything but Selina’s. He
even heard a hint of Catwoman’s voice when she said “What a pretty bowl.” Even if
the adjective was suitably simple for the delicately hand-painted porcelain with its
flourishes of red, gold and green layered over blue and white, it was sloppy. How at
this late stage in the cover could she be so undisciplined?
While the men queued up to fill their plates, Gina murmured discreetly to Mrs. Finn
and was directed to a distant powder room. When she returned, everyone but Mrs.
Finn had left the dining room and filed down to the basement, a deceptively large
space with a skee ball machine, pool table, dart board, foosball, large-screen TV, and an
island bar with a keg of the inevitable Guinness. Gina settled next to Matches,
primped his collar affectionately, and whispered that the safe was in the bedroom
behind the needlepoint, a Reed-Hardy Premiere from the 30s, would take him nine
minutes tops (she could do it in seven).
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After about fifteen minutes of chewing and chit-chat in which Matches studied
everyone’s position and sightlines, the X-box was fired up, and as if he was waiting for
the start-up sound as a cue, Finn appeared before Matches and Gina. He asked her to
come up to his study, and as they went, Matches carefully orchestrated his own
departure so the others might think he left with Finn and Gina, but Finn would think
he’d stayed behind. For safety sake, he went to the bathroom to wash his hands, and
then slipped into the Finns’ bedroom.

Finn had poured himself a small whisky and held the glass under his nose, inhaling
deeply without so much as moistening his lips while he studied Gina intently. After a
slow count of ten, he spoke:
“Matches tells me you’re a good girl who always pays the local boss his cut.”
“If there is one, yes sir,” she nodded.
“Who do you pay in Chinatown, King Snake or one of the triads?”
“I’m not in Chinatown, sir. I just use a storefront there for the convincer, that’s all.
There’s a Chinese girl I use. If she pays someone, it’s no concern of mine.”
Finn considered this and nodded. Again, he took a long sniff of whisky instead of
drinking it, then he continued.
“So what part of town are you in when you’re not sharing a roof with Malone?”
She described a modest one bedroom in an affluent neighborhood, “five hundred
foot, bare bones, but a doorman building” where she really lived, and an arrangement
she had with a doorman in one of the LEED sustainable green buildings nearby, where
she appeared to live if a mark came looking. Finn noted her easy use of the jargon, the
casual familiarity of one well-versed in housing programs, neighborhood development
and construction.
“One of the LEED sustainable green buildings, eh?” he said, like he was repeating
the names of the pop stars and boy bands his children or grandchildren admired. Then
he took a thoughtful sip of whisky. “That neighborhood used to be under Roman
Falcone. Who owns it now?”
“The Riddler liberated it during the war and nobody took over after that,” Gina
explained. “So I’m free range.”
“Not so good for you,” Finn sniffed. “With no boss, you don’t have to pay a cut, but
there’s no protection. You have a problem, somebody rips you off, hurts you—pretty
little thing like you—suppose Matches decides to slap you around and take all those
watches from you. What do you do then? Can’t go to the police.”

DEATH

LEAVES A HEARTACHE NO ONE CAN HEAL.

CAN STEAL.

LOVE

LEAVES A MEMORY NO ONE

Beneath the stoic mask of Matches Malone, Psychobat wretched at the sentimentality
of the framed needlepoint sampler that hid Finn’s safe. Then he felt carefully along the
edge to find its hinge, depressed a release and opened it softly with one hand while the
other took out his phone. He slid open the back of the case to reveal a trio of slim,
telescoping dowels pivoting off a tiny hinge, a gel disk the size of a breath mint and a
metal one the size of a thumb tack. He attached these to various points on the safe
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door and dial, fired up the bluetooth and then touched the edge of his glasses,
activating a HUD inside the left lens:
Full Angle, Scale, Left Contact, Right Contact appeared to the left of a circular
representation of the dial. To the right, a column of labels: Drive, Wheel 3, Wheel 2,
Wheel 1 hovered above digital displays. As he began rotating the dial, the zeroed out
grids sprang to life: Full Angle 360, Scale 100, Left Contact 0202 over 05.0 Right contact
0000 over 15.6.
Nine minutes, she said. They’d see who took nine minutes to open this thing.

“Tell me about these grifts,” Finn ordered (while the bracelet that was certainly not a
recent gift from Matches received a signal).
“Well, I’m my own roper,” Gina began. (Though she was in no position to check the
message, she felt the slight vibration and assumed he’d begun work on the safe and the
countdown had begun.)
“Isn’t that false economy?” Finn asked.
“No, sir. I don’t do it to avoid paying a cut. I do it because the whole purpose of a
roper is to disarm a mark’s suspicions. If Matches strikes up an acquaintance and then
introduces us, it’s an extra dot to connect that we might be working together. The guy
who might have contrived that first meeting never asked you for anything, never
brought you any deal. It’s the person you were introduced to, or actually asked to
meet, that’s the one bringing you a deal.”
“Like I did with you,” Finn grinned, and Gina didn’t contradict him.
“It all seems safer. For the average grifter. Unless you look like me. Marks are
happy to come up and introduce themselves. All I have to do is sit at the bar in their
favorite restaurant and nurse a glass of chardonnay. When what they thought was a
pick-up turns into a business opportunity, they’re pleased with themselves, like they
accidentally drew an inside straight. It’s built in misdirection. All a roper would do is
get in the way: If you meet me through Matches, you wonder if he’s banging me, and if
that wrecks your chances of banging me. It’s more work for me trying to get around to
the deal.”
“And this deal is what? Your marks are in construction? Real estate? If I’m one of
these developers blasting a shovel into the ground, making the big bucks and then
heading for the hills, managing all those electricians, carpenters, roofers and plumbers,
what does a little thing like you, not a hundred and ten pounds soaking wet, have to
sell me?”
Gina smiled and her tone changed as she went into her spiel.
“You want to build a complex on the East End. Couple of condos, three hundred
room hotel, sake bar, nightclub—hot and cold running B & Ter cash. Plus the tax
breaks for neighborhood revitalization, make up for that lingering smell of loser,” she
said, twitching her nose playfully. “So hard to get out of the carpets.”
Without asking, Finn set a glass before her and poured her shot before refilling his
own. He could see why the developers liked her. It wasn’t her looks (though that
certainly helped.) She spoke their language. ‘Accidentally drawing an inside straight’
indeed.
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“I drop the name of a councilman whose heart bleeds for the gutter that was,” she
continued. “The East End trash displaced by all the development. I tell you,
confidentially and off the record, he’s ready to kill your project, quash it in committee
so it never gets a vote.”
“Unless I provide a small reminder that’s what the outer boroughs are for,” Finn
said. “Say eight to twelve thousand?”
“Correct. Obviously a campaign contribution would look suspicious. This is a local
election, no Super PACs for cover. So we go shopping.”
“To your convincer in Chinatown.”
“China has four marvelous categories of antiques: porcelain, bronze, jade, and these
small teapots made from, like, magic clay that make better tea the longer they’re used.
The foodies go crazy for them. Ridiculous how much they’ll pay. And the thing is,
unless you’re a super expert, the brand new stuff they sell to tourists for twenty bucks
looks just like one from the 19th century that’s worth $200 or one from, like, the Ming
dynasty worth 80,000. So I bring you to the store and tell you to buy a certain vase. It
costs $8000; it’s worth maybe 250. And you haven’t bribed anybody.”
“I’ve just been a damn fool overpaying for a little china dish,” Finn laughed. “That’s
smart. Buyer beware. And you said this is the convincer?”
“Me Da always said too simple and straightforward is trouble. If it feels wrong, I’ll
end it there and walk away. But if I think I’ve got him hooked, I’ll return his money
the next day. Tell him the councilman has a problem in-house and can’t take a risk
right now. Prying eyes. The vote will go through, no charge, and maybe down the
line, we can do business again.”
“My convincer is getting my own money back?” Finn raised an eyebrow.
“And you score a very pretty Chinese dish,” Gina said.
“You make me wish I’d had a daughter.”

Tracking on... Left 10… Drive 7.3. Wheel 1 2 and 3 all at 64.1 until… 65.9…
The combination point tracking, high resolution position tracking for all wheels, realtime display of all positions and automatic high and low point identification surpassed
anything Selina had from Kittlemeier—though Catwoman might not see it that way.
His device might not be faster than her methods, but it required less concentration,
permitting him to access the audio from the microdot while he worked and monitor
conversation in the game room. It sounded like Mitch was shooting pool with Roy.
Two others were playing Assassin’s Creed. The rest might have been watching or
playing darts; it was hard to tell. The conversation was intermittent and casual in any
case. Everyone accounted for, no one wandering and no one wondering where
Matches had gone… 24.
There it was. 59…8…41…66…24… Safe open, and…
There it was: the imposingly thick journal the crew called Finnegan’s Wake.
Financial records and contacts for the Westies going back who knew how long.
Not that he had time to gloat. It was going to take a while to scan.
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“When I give you back your money,” Gina said, miming it to give Finn a look inside
her invisible handbag, “you’ll see that I have a lot of similar envelopes, most of them
thicker. The councilman obviously has a lot of payoffs to return, and you know they
can’t all be contractors like you. So you become very charming and ask me out for a
drink, or several drinks, sometimes even dinner, so you can find out what all those
lovely payoffs were for.”
“Yes?” Finn prompted.
“It has to do with 80/20 housing. Let’s focus on those apartments you were building
in addition to the hotel. You’d know there are huge tax breaks to be had if you reserve
twenty percent of the units to accept laughably low rent. Maybe six hundred dollars a
month for a four or five thousand dollar apartment. Tenants have to make less than
half the median income for the neighborhood to qualify—but the sweet thing is, in a lot
of Gotham neighborhoods that can still be quite a hefty income. So there are more
desirable Twenty Percenters and… less. Consider this gal,” she said, offering an
invisible envelope from her invisible purse as an example. “Studied law in Australia,
clerked for a supreme court justice there, moved to The Netherlands to work for the
Hague, office of the prosecutor in the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia. Here in Gotham, she’s studying international criminal prosecution and
paying her bills working as a translator at the U.N. Do you really want to give her
apartment to some East End guttersnipe?”
“So the better kind of tenant is paying off the councilman to rig the lottery, is that it?
What’s in it for me? Ah wait, I see, these more desirable tenants can pay more than the
mandated rent. I can charge them, say, an extra two thousand a month, which I can’t
collect in cash, so they’ll pay up buying a not-really-ming teacup. That’s how I get the
greedy spark in my eye that you will exploit to take my money.”
The twinkle in his own eye bespoke a different sort of greed: the leverage he needed
over the construction and real estate interests who thought they were tough enough to
defy Maewyn Finn. Threats of a bribery scandal, rental scams, defrauding the city, and
fiddling with the tax laws, that would give him the leverage he was after.

Matches had scanned three-fourths of the journal when Mrs. Finn headed down to
the game room with a large bowl of chips to “see how you boys are doing” and to take
orders for a second round of sandwiches. The regular guests were predictable in their
habits, but she had no idea about that new boy, Matchbook. She turned around
looking for him, and Roy told her he was in with her husband and Gina.
“Oh no,” Mrs. Finn corrected innocently. “He went that way but came right back out
again,” she said— but Matches was coming down the stairs behind her before anyone
could register surprise at the news.
“Right here,” he said, taking the stairs three at a time. “Stepped into the little boys’
room coming out of the study.”
There were a few smirks, not at the colloquialism (the homey atmosphere had
reduced all of them to Sunday School language at their first Fish Fry) but at Malone’s
obvious jitters.
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“Nervous ‘cause his girl’s in there with Finn,” Raglan teased, and Malone’s defensive
murmur that he was just washing his hands was taken as confirmation.
“Don’t worry, we’ve never lost a redhead,” Roy’s brother reassured him, everybody
laughed, and Mrs. Finn brought him a bigger sandwich which he accepted with a
forced grin.
Ongoing worry was easy to feign. He’d had to haul ass when he heard Mrs. Finn in
the game room. He’d left the safe unlatched, the journal lying open on dresser with the
scanner wand laying inside it…

“The stings vary,” Gina explained. “But basically you open an account with the shop
in Chinatown just like you would at a bank. You buy a small lot of nice-but-notespecially-valuable jade, vases, figurines or whatever. And I explain how, whenever
you’re receiving a payoff, you’ll let them know to expect a buyer and how many
thousand they’re to collect… I take a piece at random from your box to illustrate… for
this unspeakably ugly pink and green thing. As I hold it out to you, you can’t help but
notice these numbers written on the bottom, black marker, red marker, different
handwriting. They must mean something, but it’s obviously not important. Maybe
some kind of internal bookkeeping the shop uses…
“Day or two later, you get a visit from a man with a badge, usually a homicide
detective, wanting to know your connection to me, because I’m dead. Well it varies,
but usually I’m dead. Turns out, that particular lot of cicada pendants contained an
authentic antiquity, buried on the tongue of a Han Dynasty emperor, or something like
that. An important vase. An important bronze. People’s Republic is very pissed that it
was lost, definitely want someone’s head. You see, the whole thing comes down to
these codes that museums and collectors put on the bottom of their pieces for
cataloging. He shows you a picture, and the markings are just like the code on the
bottom of your ugly pink vase—a set of digits in red magic marker and a different set
in a different handwriting in black—one is the code of a big museum in Pittsburgh, one
is a very famous collector they bought it from. Thing is, it went missing from that
museum in 2008, but for some reason the shop has you down as the owner.
“So this is quite a mess, and you’ll gladly pay the going rate to make it go away.”
“Ahhh,” Finn said with a wide smile and shining eyes. “Good. After all those
complications, the sting is very simple. Pay to make it go away. That’s very good.
Exotic and complicated everywhere else. Simple at the very end.
“You’ll move your operation to the Kitchen,” he decreed. “Office in one of our
buildings, maybe a storefront eventually for the convincer. For now, you’ll set up a
private room in back of the pub, like that, eh, what was it called, ‘Vintage Watch Room’
you did for my boys. And yes, that means you’ll pay me a cut; I see your wheels
turning, lassie. Don’t you worry, you’ll be making plenty extra with some special
marks I’ll want you to target.”
“Yes, sir.”
Finn was charmed. He liked the way it sounded, that “Yes, sir.” Half charmed by
Gina, half by his own cleverness in unearthing this treasure, he walked her back to the
game room and, like an indulgent uncle treating a favorite niece, told her she could tell
Matches the news herself. Given her flamboyant style, he expected a big
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announcement. Instead, she took Matches into the corner and whispered in his ear. It
was quite sweet, really. Girly but sweet. Matches kissed her ear like he was proud of
her…

…and told her about the snafu. He needed more time to get back to the bedroom
and finish the scan.
Fortunately, distracting a room full of criminals was not something Selina found
difficult. She started with Toss, getting him to explain Assassin’s Creed—a spectacle
that was sufficiently entertaining, most of the others watched. She shot pool with
Raglan, only for a few minutes, but the sight of her backside bending over the table
commanded everyone’s attention. She got Roy’s brother to show her how to properly
throw a dart. Seeing the way it involved touching her elbow and her wrist, Liam
jumped in to give a second lesson, adjusting her hip, and then Roy noticed her head
wasn’t straight, which meant touching her chin. The result was a terrible shot that
barely hit the board and Gina laughed like a good sport, declaring herself hopeless.
Finally she brought Mitch a fresh Guinness and asked timidly if he could explain what
he was saying to Matches the other night at Upper Deck, about cars. “It sounded so
interesting, but I didn’t want to sound stupid interrupting with a lot of dumb
questions…”
When Matches returned, Mitch was finishing up on the strength-to-weight ratio of
carbon fiber chassis and the resulting maneuverability that made evading the
Batmobile possible. Coincidentally the Batmobile was, at that moment, making a
measured pass through Hell’s Kitchen. Past the craft beer place… past La Crema…
past the entrance to Matches’s apartment…past the ATM, past Tigh Mallory, past
Bolo… past Upper Deck, past the old print shop, past Finn’s pub... None of those in
favor with the Westie Boss were there to see it, of course, but it was noticed by others.
Word would get around, especially once Matches and Gina disappeared. Theories
would fly.
Then Batman himself would be spotted before Raglan went missing, and speculation
would run wild. Roy and his brother would see that scalloped shadow in time and
convince themselves they’d escaped Raglan’s fate with a mad dash to the theatre
district, Roy taking refuge in the men’s room at Esca while his brother blended in with
the intermission smokers at Kinky Boots.
For a day, fear would build like a fever. Hunted Liam would be twitchier than ever,
his frantic dread marking him out as more dangerous to those around him than their
nebulous Bat-terrors… Mitch’s fear was more sullen. It lurked in treacherous silence
in a radius around his booth, then it stalked like a hungry tiger around the pool table
while he decided to play.
What if Matches turned rat? What if Raglan turned rat? Did the Bat even give you
that option?
He chalked his cue and circled the table… then decided against playing and returned
it to the rack.
What if the Bat didn’t even have them? What if it was a random pass through the
neighborhood and somebody—somebody like that sneaky bastard Liam—took
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advantage of the sighting to hit them, knowing any disappearance would be chalked
up to a Bat-bust?
He ordered a shot and a beer, then ignored the beer and called for the bottle.
None of that was the worst case scenario. What if Finn saw everyone looking
squirrelly and decided they weren’t reliable? Decided he wasn’t reliable? What if
Liam—twitchy, hunted, sneaky bastard Liam—was wondering the same thing and
tried to cut a deal to save his own skin?
He picked up his untouched beer, walked it across the bar and sat down at Liam’s
table to make peace. They might renew their war tomorrow, but today there was only
one enemy.
“Bad cess to the Batman,” Liam toasted.
“Bad cess to the Batman,” Mitch agreed.
Then the lights went out.

The raids began at sundown. Though they didn’t cover the space or require the
manpower of the Falcone operation, the FBI and Secret Service had a presence thanks
to the breadth of the crimes charged. Eleven indictments, including a variety of federal
charges, lead to the arrest of ninety-one individuals from all levels of the Westies
organization with charges running the gamut from murder-for-hire to gambling.
Unlike the Falcone raids, Gotham’s costumed vigilantes made a showing, softening up
several Westie strongholds before the police arrived. In two extreme cases: Tigh
Mallory and Finn’s Pub, squads arrived to find all the felons disarmed, cuffed and
unconscious.
As with the Falcone raids, media coverage varied. The Gotham Times focused on the
removal of criminals and reduction of crime. There was one paragraph speculating if
there might be a scramble by rival gangs to claim the freed territory, but mostly the
facts were reported without political spin. The Chronicle focused on Gordon,
contrasting him favorably with his predecessor in every way. The Gordon/Westie
raids were cheaper than Muskelli/Falcone, due in part to the smaller scale but mostly to
Gordon not being a glory hound. He wasn’t averse to involving vigilantes, he made
better use of the federal agencies, and he didn’t find it necessary commandeer a school
to process arrests in a glitzy move to generate photo ops. The Gotham Post ran a
shocking expose that fast food isn’t as healthy as fresh fruit. Only the Daily News
mentioned that alleged Westie boss Maewyn Finn suffered a sudden heart attack in the
interrogation room at the 23rd Precinct.
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EPILOGUE
A “Gotham wind” blew in the sense that a cold front had produced gusts sufficient for the
AWOS (automated weather observation system) at the Gotham airport to announce wind from
the northeast at seven knots, gusting to thirteen, well within Wayne One’s maximum crosswind component. Captain Leffinger had obviously compensated with quick acceleration on the
runway and an early lift off to minimize the risk of stalling…
Selina stifled a reluctant chuckle and Bruce paused his faux-narration in the style of
an improbably well-informed Matches making a supplemental log entry to close
Batman’s casefile.
“Lift is generated by the creation of a pressure differential over the wing surfaces,”
he continued with Malone’s rough inflection. “The lowest pressure occurs over the
upper surface and the highest pressure under the wing…” He paused again as the
suppressed laugh escaped her. Then she bit her lip, assuming a mask of determined
control, and he continued. “All tactical and strategic weather summaries project
minimal turbulence once we’ve achieved cruising altitude,” he stated, and this time she
just waved him silent with a combination Jazz Hands/Personal Foul/I Surrender
gesture.
“You did ask,” he reminded her.
“I guess that will teach me to make jokes about the sacred log,” she said with the
unrepentant look that answered all his reminders.
“Good,” he grunted.
A comfortable silence fell, which gradually became less comfortable.
“Do you want a drink?” Bruce asked abruptly.
“You don’t drink when you fly,” Selina reminded him.
“It will take two weeks for the alcohol inhibitors to dissipate completely,” he said
with a lip-twitch. “Why not take advantage. Perpetuate the image a little longer.”
“The image of Fop Wayne emptying a magnum every flight?” Selina frowned. “I
don’t think so, but I will join you on the real reason you’re in the mood for a belt.”
“And what’s that?” he asked, dipping into the gravel.
“Champagne or something stronger?” she dodged.
“Oh, champagne,” he answered, seemingly as the playboy but managing to convey
an annoyed irony.
“Right, because we’re celebrating,” Selina murmured as she went to the galley.
While she was gone, Bruce switched on the entertainment center and linked the
Internet feeds from his laptop to display on all four screens of the two-by-two grid at
the front of the cabin. He skimmed the latest reports and scowled. The Gotham arrests
were generating the expected leads and Westie associates in Metropolis, Philadelphia
and Boston were already scrambling. They would be taking more damage over the
coming months thanks to severed supply lines, lost contacts and distributors.
“Sláinte,” Selina said, handing him a glass.
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He took it and stared down at the pinhead-size bubbles rising in neat columns.
Selina noted the similarity to Batman watching thugs in an alley, and she laid a soft
finger on the top of the laptop.
“Any news?” she asked.
“There’s no way he’ll live through the night.”
“It’s okay to admit you feel bad,” Selina said gently. “He was so… not Carmine.”
“I told you the night you encountered Nigma at the Adamas Exchange, a
crimefighter cannot draw those distinctions. There can’t be a line between the
monsters it’s a pleasure to take down and those that he…”
“Doesn’t hate?” Selina prompted. “See this is what I don’t get, because it’s the only
area where you seem to think it’s fine and even laudable to deny reality. I say ‘the last
person to legitimately own the thing died in 30 B.C.,’ and you scowl and snarl and
grind your knuckles into your glove. I make a joke about ‘practical socialism’ and
you’re ready to hit me. Still illegal, other people’s property, grumble-growl-grunt. But
you’re allowed to sit there and pretend that… Look, the line exists, Bruce. Whether you
acknowledge it or not, it exists. There’s a division. In your mind. If it had been
Falcone who had a probably-fatal heart attack when they came for him, neither of us
would give a damn. But it wasn’t. It was Finn, and we both feel awful.”
“No.”
“In all likelihood, he’ll be dead by the time we touchdown in Rio. Bruce, don’t tell
me you don’t feel that. I know better. I know when your mouth says one thing and
what’s going on between your ears is something else entirely. Look at me: if he pulls
through and his ticker somehow holds out through a trial, they’re going to sentence
him to at least thirty years more than he’s got. I don’t think it’s a monstrous sin to
admit you’re not thrilled.”
“Your opinion of my opinion of right and wrong,” Bruce muttered, taking a drink.
“I thought we finished that argument years ago.”
“We did, but we didn’t settle anything,” Selina smiled. “I just gave up. You’re too
stubborn.”
They sat in silence until each drained their glasses, then Selina refilled them.
“To the Fate of Maewyn Finn,” she proposed. “I can make you feel better, or worse.
Preference?”
Bruce’s eyes narrowed.
“If you have additional information, I expect to hear it before I close the log,” he
snapped. “No ‘better or worse.’ All of it.”
“God, Bruce, Psychobat’s not only a bad loser, he’s a bad winner. You won, jackass.
You wanted to end the Westies, it’s done. They’re done. There’s nothing I know and
you don’t that has any bearing on that. It’s just… I did have some time alone in the
dining room with Mrs. Finn, and… there’s something that might make you feel better
and something that really, really won’t.”
He thought about it, sipped, and then said “Selina, I’m a detective. I want to know,
period. I want all the information available, regardless of how it makes me ‘feel.’”
“Okay, well, you know how we kept hearing that Finn had four sons?” she began,
and Bruce nodded curtly.
“I know, and they’re all dead. One shanked in Blackgate. One in a hit by the
Georgian half of the Russian mob, one in his war with the Columbian cartels. One was
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an unsolved shooting. That’s why he never retired to anywhere warmer or more
inviting than Staten Island. They didn’t want to move away from the cemetery.”
“Ah, well that’s not what I found out. She had four. He had a fifth. Don’t ask how it
came up, but there was mistress or something in the late 80s. Anyway, he had a fifth
child, also a boy... killed in Afghanistan.”
“Well, that is tragic,” Bruce admitted. “And those losses undoubtedly contributed to
his becoming the kind of man he was. But for the record, Selina, he killed other
people’s sons, and had them killed.”
“Yes, and that’s what brings me to the ‘feel better’ factoid. You remember that bowl
I admired on the dining room table? White and blue, with the big orange flowers and
all that gold.”
“I remember it was Chinese Imari,” Bruce said with a reluctant smile. “Ironic given
Finn’s paranoia about all things Asian. They obviously didn’t know. It’s just, as Gina
put it, ‘a pretty bowl.’”
“Yeah, you don’t really think I’d be saying ‘antique porcelain irony’ was going to
make you feel better, do you? I noticed the bowl because it’s really unusual to find one
that big. And it’s usual to find that particular orangish-red, and it’s unusual for them to
have green in addition to the standard red and gold over the blue and white. So, three
unusual things overlapping that way, kitty’s whiskers starts twitching Your detective
gets off one way, mine does this.”
She squeezed into the seat beside him and started banging away on his keyboard
until a picture of the bowl appeared on the viewscreen, expanded to fill all four
quadrants.
“It’s early 18th Century Kangxi, probably 1710. Two small ‘character marks’ aka
chips to the rim, no cracks or restoration…” She hit a final key, and the picture shrunk
down to a quarter of the page in an insurance report that filled the left two screens
while the right displayed the police report.
“Disappeared from the Madison Avenue home of Mr. and Mrs. Jules Evewad, June
1986, the night Mrs. Evewad was… murdered by an intruder,” Bruce murmured as he
skimmed. “Dog was poisoned, security guard and caretaker attacked. Initial
suspicions of a robbery gone bad… Police eventually came to suspect the husband
who was conveniently out of town yet surrounded by witnesses the entire time… had
her killed for the insurance… could never prove it… You think Finn was the hitter?”
“Yeah, I do,” Selina said thoughtfully. “It’s certainly possible, and I’ve got enough
guilt on my plate from what happened to Hagen. I don’t need any more from this. So
I’m choosing to believe ‘possible’ is a sure thing. He did it. He killed that woman and
he took the bowl as a souvenir. So basically we can stop feeling bad for Maerwyn Finn
at any time.”
Bruce studied her lovely features, weighing every word. Then, after a count of
seven, his lip twitched.
“Tell me more about this case of yours in Rio?” he asked, telegraphing the density
shift to come with a gravel on the final words.
“Well,” Selina purred. “Dias still despises the idea of a dojo. Private lessons only,
one-on-one, in his home. There's a houseboy—literally a boy, about fourteen—that
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works for him. Opens the door, brings a pitcher of water after class, that kind of thing.
He comes down from one of the favelas, those shanty towns going up the hills…”
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